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I ntrocfuction
What this book ''is"
This book is a collection of contra, square, Sicilian circle, circle and English country style dances wlitten in or
about Michigan in the 1980's and 1990's. It captures the kinds of contemporary dances being authored in the traditional style and enjoyed by dancers in Michigan and around the world. This book also chronicles the history of contra
dancing in Michigan with an emphasis on the contemporary contra dancing that surfaced here in the 1970's and is
popular at the tum of the century.

What this book offers the reader
Dance callers will find this book most useful as a resource for dance programs for beginner to advanced traditional style
dancers. Dance authors will note the formations, figures and tunes being created in the 1980's and 1990's as a stepping stone
to the creation of the next generation of traditional style dances. Dance historians will find this book informative as a
chronicle of the Michigan callers, musicians, dance organizers and promoters who devoted their time, energy and knowledge
to provide a wholesome social and recreational environment where people could have just plain old fun.

What inspired this book
We wanted to capture and share the dances that were contributing to the burgeoning pm1icipation in contemporary contra
dancing and renewed interest in old fashioned square dancing. It was our desire to also take a snapshot of the dances, callers,
musicians, dance organizations and promoters in the 1980's and 1990's that were creating our Michigan dance helitage
around us.

We hope you enjoy this book.

Karen Missavage, Ann Arbor
Glen Morningstar Jr., White Lake
Don Theyken, Ann Arbor

1Jecfication
This book is dedicated to the memory of fiddler Les Raber (1911-2000) and his many contributions to traditional
music and dance in Michigan.
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.52Lc/(nowfedgement
We want to acknowledge the work of the many instructors, callers, recreational leaders, and musicians who have
kept traditional style dancing alive in Michigan to bring us to the publication of this book. From the rural house
parties and barn dances, grange halls and town halls, to the dance halls and ballrooms of the cities, all have been
important to what and how we dance today.
We want to thank the many organizations not described in this book who have influenced traditional style dancing
in Michigan. We instinctively think of:
The Country Dance and Song Society of America
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation
The Michigan Square Dance Leaders
The Original Dulcimer Players Club
The Original Michigan Fiddlers Association
Special thanks to Chris Irwin from the Heritage String Band of Port Huron for her early work in launching this
project, and to Patrick Scholten for the initial round of proofreading.
We are indebted to the group of twenty-one dancers and the band Aunt Lu and the Oakland County Allstars for
their participation in our "live" dances selection process, held in 1994.
And lastly we want to thank Michigan Dance Heritage for their encouragement and support for this project.

Illustration Credits
Stu Brown: page 52 (Joyous Noise)
Marge Bruchak: cover line art of dancers, originally created for the Ann Arbor Dawn Dance
Don Cardwell: front cover photo of "The World's Longest Contra Line"
Rhonda Douglas Cardwell: page 37, 39 (Bob, ELB, and Marcie), 49, back cover photo of fiddler Joel Mabus
Lori Fota: page 51 (Brook Farm String Band), 61 (Karen)
Kathy Gravlin: page 39
Alice Hayes: page 43, 44, 62, back cover photos of DCDS serpentine, Ruffwater Stringband, and Lovett Hall
Edward Missavage Jr., MD: page 50 (Susan and Steve)
Karen Missavage: page 45, 49 (WLCL), 51 (Golden Griffon), 53, 54 (Starry Night Ramblers), 58 (Tom); front cover
photos of swingers, Virgina Reel; the Dance Gypsy license plate; Michigan peninsula varigation; 4 & 20 (ABC
software music transcription); cover collage
Glen Morningstar: page 50 (Aunt Lu)
OCTDS: page 48
Ken Olkkonen: page 43 and back cover, Keweenaw Heritage Dancers
Don Theyken: page 36 (Sharon Hollow), 47 (Jean Gal), 52 (Nutshell), 54 (Three's A Crowd), 58 (Peter), 64, back
cover photo of left hand stars
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'Ifie 1Jances

rrom'S ~e{
by Tom Allen
Tune: Whiskey before Breakfast
A1

Neighbor do-si-do
Partner do-si-do

A2

Neighbor gypsy into a swing

B1

Down the hall four in line, tum alone and return

B2

Circle left once
Face up and down, pass through

Contra, duple improper

or alternate

B2

Circle left once
Allemande left with neighbor, I V2 around

Comments: This dance works very well as a first contra dance for beginners. For more experienced dancers, I call the
alternate B2 part, and for even more experienced dancers, this dance makes a great "no walk-through" dance using the
same alternate B2.

Contra Connection
by Peter Baker
Tune: Bonnie Dundee/Cock of the North

Contra, duple improper

Al

Down the hall four in line (1st cpl. in the center), turn as cpl. with neighbor, come back, sweep the
1st cpl. to center facing down, 2nd cpl. face up

A2

Mirror do-si-do, 1st cpl. split the 2nd cpl.
Handy hand allemande, 1st man left, 1st woman right

Bl

1st cpl. face and start a hey for four (focus on partner, try not to break eye contact)

B2

1st cpl. gypsy and swing, 2nd cpl. move up, 1st cpl. end facing down

Comments: You can create great expectation and build enthusiasm for the gypsy by maintaining eye contact with your
partner throughout the hey. This was written as Peter and Arlene Kindel were developing their relationship toward
marriage. The dance was written by Peter for Arlene building on the flirtation of dance.
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Crossroads Contra
by Peter Baker
Tune: something like Fishers Hornpipe

Contra, duple improper

AI

Star right
Star left

A2

1st cpl. down the center
Sashay back, assisted cast to a line of 4 (facing up the hall)

B1

4 in line up the hall, cast on the side
4 in line down the hall (sweep ends in below)

B2

Circle left
Rights and lefts across the set

Dance notes:
A2

Active couple sashay back between the 2nd cpl.and be ready for the assisted cast to a line of 4 facing up the hall.

B 1 The progression is the sweeping of the ends into a circle with the actives casting to end below.
Comments: This dance was written with the collaboration of the Midland Country Dance Society, and performed at
Crossroads Village near Flint.

Wfiere f£fse but .9Lnn .9Lr6or
by Peter Baker
Tune: Reel, Beatrice

Longways, duple improper, or
gender-free family unit as partners

AI

Big circle left (like a paper clip)

A2

Big circle right

B1

Groups of four circle right to a line of 4 facing down the hall with the 1st. cpl. in the middle (2nd cpl.
let go of partner's hand and the 2nd man lead the line to the right).
Down the hall4 in line, turn alone, 1st cpl. in the middle

B2

Return and fold the line
Circle left

C1

All turn partner( s) two hands (keep going left)
Long lines forward and back, on the way back the ends join hands for the paper clip circle

Dance notes: This dance is written so everyone always has someone else's hand.
Comments: I see a lot of community symbolism in this dance, although I did not write it with that in mind. The big circle is
the community as a whole; the small circle is neighborhood, church or social groups; and partners are the family units. And
of course long lines represent the world's longest contra dance line.
This dance was used to establish a "Guinness World Record" for the largest contra line on September 6, 1998 on Main
Street in Ann Arbor. Eight hundred and six people participated in the largest contra line.

:Jvlicliigan Vance Jleritage
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'Easter Mom
by Erna-Lynne Bogue
Tune: Miss Gordon of Gight

Longways, duple proper

AI

1st cpl. cast off below the 2nd cpl.
1st cpl. half figure eight through that 2nd cpl.

A2

With the next couple along the line (1st cpl. with new 2nd cpl.), right hand star
With original cpl. (1st cpl. with original twos), left hand star

B1

Same people (original cpls.), circle right
Gate and post: ones move forward and twos back up to cast the 1st cpl. up the center and down the
outside

B2

1st cpl. lead through the (new) 2nd cpl. below them, cast to place
All turn partner two hands to end proper (ones turn 1Y2 while twos turn once around)

Dance notes: The initial cast is long, and the dance is intended to provide a hypnotic and perhaps romantic continuum for
the first couple.
Comments: The dance is dedicated to David West and Donna Baird who discovered the tune, an old Scottish air, and
convinced me that it absolutely had to have a dance written to go with it.

Miss qorcfon of (jight
moderately & smooth

Issac Cooper (c. 1755- 1820)
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:fever Weaver
Contra, duple improper; difficult

by Ema-Lynne Bogue
Al

1st and 2nd cpls. circle left once around
Weave the line (moving as cpls., pass cpl. #1, women passing right. Pass cpl #2, men passing left,
meet cpl #3)

A2

Individually allemande right neighbor #3, pass neighbor #2 by left shoulder to meet neighbor #1
Swing neighbor #1

B1

Men do-si -do 1Y2 to partner
Swing partner

B2

Women chain across
In a circle of four balance, circle right half. Tum away from neighbor to face a new couple, with
whom you will circle left to start the dance again

q_ootf Man'S Journey
Contra, duple proper

by Ema-Lynne Bogue
A1

Men lead through women, cast to place
2nd cpl. lead through 1st cpl., cast to place

A2

Women lead through men, cast to place
1st cpl. lead through 2nd cpl., cast into middle of line of four facing down

B1

Down the hall four in line, 1st cpl. turn as couple
Return, bend the line into

B2

Neighbors swing
1st cpl. half figure of eight above

Michigan 1Jance :Heritage
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Contra, duple improper

by Erna-Lynne Bogue
A1

Women allemande right three-quarters around, give left hand to neighbor, balance in a wave
Allemande neighbor half around, balance in new wave (men in center)

A2

Right hands (across) star, men start the star and women tum out to fall into star behind their neighbor
progressed.
Women chain (men loop left out of star as chain starts)

B1

Hey for four, women start by passing right shoulders

B2

Women chain across
Left hand star

Comments: For Bob Stein (Bob Stein from Lansing)

Mechanic's ?fjglitmare
Contra, duple improper

by Erna-Lynne Bogue
A1

Women allemande right three-quarters around to neighbor, give left hand to neighbor, balance in a
wavy line (men adjust to be across from each other),
Allemande left 1'h around on ends of line

A2

Men start a hey for four, passing right shoulders

B1

Neighbors balance and swing

B2

Lines go forward and back
Left hand star, women look right to meet next woman.
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Mr. :J-{eimficli)s Maneuver
Contra, duple improper

by Erna-Lynne Bogue
AI

Star cast off: right hands (across) star once around
Women trade places. Left hands (across) star three-quarters to progressed places

A2

With neighbor promenade out of star along the set (men step up to woman ahead of them in star)
Turn as couples and promenade back to meet the other couple

B1

Women pass right shoulders to partner
Partner swing

B2

Women chain across
Left hand star

!find t]four Man
Contra, duple improper

by Mike Clark
AI

1st cpl. cross the set, passing right shoulders, and each turn left around a same sex person to the
middle of the set. The man is between and below the 2nd cpl., facing the woman of that couple. The
woman is between and above the 2nd cpl. of the foursome above, facing the man
Swing your "neighbor" 1

A2

Women do-si-do
Men allemande left 1Y2 around

B1

Circle right three-quarters around, all active women move down the set to their partners 2
1st cpl. swing

B2

Down the hall four in line (the original four), turn alone
Return, hand cast around to progressed place

Dance notes:
1. "Neighbor" in quotes because the woman is not actually with her original four. The next three moves also involve these
funny composite foursome.
2. The men's hands can help the active women start this move.
Comments: This dance is a spin-off from Ted Sannella's "Fiddlehead" dance and has tricky end effects. We called the "move
down the set to their partners" figure at the beginning of the B 1 music, "Active ladies, find your men and swing them."

Michigan 'Darue Jieritage
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Over6a[ancecf
by Mike Clark

Contra, duple improper

A1

Balance your partner, make a circle of four with the cpl. below, balance again
Circle left, once around

A2

Balance and swing your neighbor

B1

Right hand to partner, balance, square through twice (2 changes of a circular hey)
Right hand to partner, balance, square through twice

B2

1st cpl. balance and swing

Dance notes: The movements for the B 1 music were fairly challenging for beginning and general level dancers at the
Kalamazoo dance where we did this. The pulling by twice has to be quick to get you in place for the next balance.

Too Mucli of a (joocf Thi~
by David Glick

Triplet, proper

Al

Mirror heys for three on the side of the set. 1st cpl. start by casting down the outside and continue
with the 1st cpl. casting to middle place and the 2nd cpl. leading to top place.

A2

Contra comers

B1

1st cpl. balance and swing

B2

2nd cpl. cast down the outside to invert the line. (3, 1, 2)
Partner swing.
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~ou6[eJiey
Contra, duple improper

by Jan Holland
Al

Down the hall four in line, 1st cpl. tum as a couple
Return, cast off (end proper)

A2

1st cpl. allemande right half around to 1st comer
Diagonal half hey with 1st comers

B1

1st cpl. allemande right in the center of the set to 2nd comers
Diagonal half hey with 2nd comers

B2

1st cpl. balance and swing

:Fi~It
by Jan Holland

Contra, duple improper

A1

Right hand star
1st cpl. swing

A2

Do-si-do your neighbor (on side of set)
Circle left half around, balance the circle

B1

Allemande right partner, then allemande left your comer
Allemande right partner, then allemande left your comer

B2

All do-si-do your partner
Take right hands with your partner, balance and box the gnat

Michigan 'lJance J!eritage
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Manchester Silcfe
Circle Mixer

by Jan Holland
Al

Forward and back
Forward and back (men face out with partner in a right hand wavy circle)

A2

Rory O'More move (balance toward your partner, balance away from partner, slide by your partner,
women slide in front of the men, balance toward your partner, balance away from partner, slide
back, again the women slide in front of the men)

B1

Partner allemande right
Swing the left hand person

B2

Promenade around the circle

'The :l\&~ Step
Triplet, 1st cpl. improper

by Jan Holland
Al

1st cpl. cast below the 2nd cpl., balance
1st and 2nd cpls. left hand star

A2

1st and 3rd cpls. right hand star
1st cpl. half figure of eight through 2nd cpl. above (1st cpl. in the middle, proper)

B1

Contra corners (end proper)

B2

Lines forward and back
2nd cpl. swing, end facing down, 1st cpl. cast down, 3rd cpl. step up

Page 10
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Step5lgain
Contra, duple improper

by Jan Holland
Al

1st cpl. cast below the 2nd cpl., balance (in long line facing in)
Left hand star

A2

Right hand star with the next couple below
half figure of eight, above

B1

Contra corners

B2

Long lines forward and back
1st cpl. swing

rrlie Other Side
by Jan Holland

Square

Al

Women forward and back
Men right hand star

A2

Women grand chain (pass in front of partner)
Box the gnat, grand chain back

B1

Partner balance and swing

B2

Roll away left with partner, California twirl (face out)
Roll away left with corner, California twirl

C1

Balance and swing corner

C2

Promenade

:Michigan 1Jance :J-{eritage
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2?fglits and Lefts
by Jan Holland

Double contra, improper

Al

Opposite do-si-do
Take left hand with opposite and balance, pull by, pull by right hand with partner

A2

Opposite do-si-do
Take left hand with opposite and balance, pull by, pull by right hand with partner

Bl

Allemande left the one next to you (not your partner)
Grand right and left, half way around

B2

Partner balance and swing, end facing original direction

Dance note: Couples switch places with other couple in line each time through the dance.

o/aguefy ~miniscent
by Jan Holland

Contra, duple improper

Al

Neighbor allemande left 1Y2 around
Women chain across (1st cpl. ends on caller's left side)

A2

Hey for four, women start passing right shoulder

Bl

Women allemande right (four steps)
Partner balance and swing

B2

Long lines forward and back
Right hand star three-quarters around and pass through
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Mifes from 9\[jfes
«

by Rich MacMath ·
Type of Music: Reel, old timey

Becket formation

Al

Trail buddy do-si-do
Partner allemande right, twice around

A2

Men chain over and back

B1

Partner swing
Promenade across the set

B2

With the couple on the right diagonal, rights and lefts over
With the couple across, left hand star
·

Dance notes: The trail buddy is the same person throughout the dance. The trail buddy do-si-do and partner allemande
twice around can be danced comfortably within the 16-count phrase. For the men's chain, be sure to do the arm-aroundwaist pivot before swinging. After the rights and lefts over, partners can keep their left hands joined to begin the left hand
star. One couple at each end of the set will not be able to dance the diagonal rights and lefts over, but will join in again
during the left hand star across.
Comments: In this dance, partners are dancing together for almost the entire time, with minimal neighbor interaction. The
men are constantly moving without a break, so it may become a "dizzy dance" for them if the tempo is too fast. The women
get a brief break during the men's chain.
This dance is simple enough to teach to beginners while still being enjoyable for more experienced dancers. The men's
chain over and back, flowing onto a partner swing, makes it a somewhat unique dance for the intermediate and advanced
dancer.
Background: This is one of a series of dances that features the men's chain, a figure I came across in Rod Linell's book
but had never danced nor seen performed before then. It flows very smoothly into a swing. The dance was first composed
in 1990 in Ann Arbor, but was revised to its present form over a six year period many miles away in Austin, Texas.

:Jvficfiigan 'Dance Jleritage
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Sierra Circ[e
by Rich MacMath
Type of Music: Reel, old timey
Al

Forward and back with opposite couple
Swing partner

A2

Circle left
Right hand star

B1

Women chain over and back

B2

Opposites do-si-do
Do-si-do as couples 1Yz around, to new couples

Sicilian Circle

Dance notes: In A2 the right hand star should be formed as a hands across star so that the women's chain follows easily. In
B2, after the do-si-do with opposites, each dancer takes their partner's hands in a promenade hold to dance the couples (or
two-by-two) do-si-do. The couples do-si-do is begun with the women passing right shoulders and continues with each
couple walking around the opposite couple and backing into original position. Each couple, still holding hands, then
continues walking forward, women again passing right shoulders, to pass on to the next approaching opposite couple.
Comments: This is a relatively simple dance with one unique move, the couples do-si-do. This move allows the dancers to
progress in the set as couples rather than individually.
The women are continually moving during this dance so the tempo must not get too fast to avoid the "dizzy dance"
syndrome. The men get a brief break during the women's chain.
Background: This dance was "composed" spontaneously at the wedding reception of some dear friends. After starting the
walk through with some simple figures, I was mentally searching for a way that each couple could progress together rather
than individually. Noticing that the new bride and groom were continually holding hands, the idea of some sort of
promenade figure seemed the perfect solution and a couples do-si-do was improvised.
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Summer :Fever
Contra, duple improper

by Rich MacMath
Type of Music: Reel, old timey
AI

Long lines forward and back
Neighbor swing

A2

Circle left, once around
Left hand star

Bl

Men chain
Partner swing

B2

Promenade across the set
Women chain

Dance notes: In A2, the left hand star should be formed as a hands across star to flow smoothly into the men's chain. Be
sure to complete the arm-around pivot with partners before the swing.
Comments: This dance features an equal amount of partner and neighbor interaction. Both men and women get a brief
break during the chains, allowing for a quick tempo to the dance. The beginners should fmd this an easy dance to learn, and
the more experienced dancers should enjoy the men's chain and partner swing combination.
Background: This dance begins and ends exactly the same as the well-known Spring Fever by Tony Parkes. The men's
allemande in that dance is here replaced by a men's chain and the sequence in the middle of the dance altered to make it
flow. It is one of a series of dances composed with the men's chain figure.

Summers in Maine
Contra, duple improper

by Rich MacMath
Type of Music: Reel, old timey
AI

Neighbor allemande left I V2 around
Women chain

A2

Women pass right shoulder in the center, left shoulder gypsy with neighbor
Men allemande right I V2 around

BI

Partner balance and swing

B2

Circle left three-quarters around
Square through three hands, and pass through to neighbor

Dance notes: After the women's chain in Al, the women keep moving, passing each other by the right as they cross over
the set to meet their same neighbor for the gypsy. The partner balance and swing is on the women's side of the set. For the
three-hand square through, dancers first pull-by right hands with their same neighbor up and down the set, immediately tum
to face across the set for a left hand pull-by with partners, and again pull-by right hands up and down the set with same
neighbors. After this last pull-by, each dancer continues to walk forward (up and down the set) to meet a new approaching
neighbor for the left allemande.
Comments: The only challenge for beginning dancers is the square through three hands, but with careful teaching (and
perhaps a demonstration) they can learn that quickly.
Background: Inspired by another dance named Winter Wedding, by Steve Zakon, in which the women were constantly
moving and sometimes remarked that the dances was "too dizzy" for them. I altered it to give both women and men a brief
break. The friend who introduced me to the original dance spends his summers on an island off the Maine coast.
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!friendship '13as~t
by Karen Missavage

Open Mixer
start with two concentric circles

A1

Into the center and back
Into the center and back again

A2

Minors (inner circle) circle left, majors circle right (or promenade single file)
Reverse all that

B1

Find two (or more) people and circle left

B2

Baskets, then open out into two circles

Dance notes: During B 1, circling folks should look around to collect standees. To enhance the progression, A2 can keep
going without reversing.
Comments: This is an all-inclusive partner-free dance that makes a nice grand finale. It's especially good for one-night
stands or dance party events. I like to spotlight different groups to form the inner circle, choosing from the outnumbered
gender, youngsters, people wearing special attire or a certain color, folks with a birthday this month... pick your favorite.
And I usually conclude with this ending: have everyone merge into one big circle, and lead them into a spiral. After
unwinding it, have them make one big basket as the band goes out.

%asta Livonia
by Karen Missavage

Three Facing Three (any gender)

Al

Circle of six slip left
Slip back to the right

A2

Middles turn contra corners; return to place

Bl

Hey for three (middles start by facing right)

B2

Forward and back
Forward again and pass through to a new group

Comments: Written for the fmal dance in a new series (Livonia Adult Education's second Fridays in metro Detroit in the
fall and winter of 1991-92). Intended as a farm club for a novice promoter, band, and callers, it served as training ground
for freshly-collected dances, and a social event for newcomers to country dancing. Many were ballroom dancers sans
partners, hence this trio format. (A relatively painless introduction to contra comers and heys, since they can't get lost.)
"Hasta" is Spanish; it translates as "until.'~
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5ZLny Oft{ CJ'yme
Contra, duple improper

by Glen Morningstar
Type of Music: Smooth reel
AI

Neighbor allemande left
1st cpl. swing

A2

Down the hall four in line, tum alone,
Return, bend the lines

B1

Long lines forward and back
Right hand star

B2

Women chain over and back

Comments: This is a good dance to teach the ladies chain across the set, and allows an acknowledgement of a progression
with "say good-bye to these folks and look for the new neighbors to begin the dance again."

Jack§on :Four
by Glen Morningstar
Type of Music: Smooth reel

Contra, duple improper

A1

Circle left, once around
1st cpl. swing

A2

Down the hall four in line, tum alone, return and face across

B1

Georgia rangtang, starting with partners right forearm hold

B2

Ladies chain across and back

Comments: Written in honor of Debbie Jackson from White Lake, who is a bundle of energy and a great musician and
singer. Debbie introduced me to a wonderful group of Michigan dancers from Midland in the early 1980's at a potpourri of
dancing through Michigan Rec Lab. It's been a treat to stay close to these folks and Debbie for many years.
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1(fnder rrwo Ya
by Glen Morningstar
Type of Music: Familiar old reel
A1

Opposite allemande left
Partner swing

A2

Circle left, once around
Opposite do-si-do

B1

Right and left over and back

B2

All forward and back
Pass through to the next

Sicilian Circle

Dance notes: B 1 variation; Ladies chain, over and back. The first in a series of "kind" and forgiving Sicilian Circles to
acclimate new dancers at the monthly Lovett Hall Contra dance which I've been calling with the Olde Michigan Ruffwater
Stringband since 1981.

'Best 1(fnd
by Glen Morningstar
Type of Music: Familiar old reel or fast hornpipe
A1

Circle left
Partner swing

A2

Opposite allemande left
Partner do-si-do

B1

Right and left over and back

B2

All forward and back
Pass through to the next
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Sicilian Circle

Lighted Sconce
by Glen Morningstar
Tune: March of St. Timothy (written by and ©1985 Judi Morningstar)
AI

Women allemande right
Partner swing and end in home place

A2

Circle left once around
2nd cpl. arch, 1st cpl. pull through the arch to a line of four facing up

B1

Up the hall four in line, turn alone
Return, fold the line

B2

Women chain over and back

Contra, duple improper

Comments: This dance was written in honor of the old glass sconces which adorned the walls in Lovett Hall from 1937 to
1987. A t1owing dance, it has been popular at dance camps as far away as Denmark and Belgium.

Mostfy :J{ey_
by Glen Morningstar
Type of Music: Jig or reel, clear phrasing

Contra, duple improper

Al

Neighbors circle left
1st cpl. swing

A2

Down the hall four in line, turn alone
Return, fold the line

B1

Hey, women start by passing right shoulder

B2

Neighbor balance and swing, end facing across

Dance notes: A solid and forgiving dance where the focus can be the hey for four for beginning dancers and as well a
social introduction with a new dancer (in B2).

Michigan 'Dance :J-[eritage
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rifLe U'a{tzi~Jq_ Yyf_sy_
by Judith Morningstar
Tune: The Godmother (by Judith Morningstar)

Contra, duple proper

A1

1st corners gypsy
All four circle left half around and honor

A2

The 2nd corners gypsy
All four circle left half around and honor

B1

1st corners take right hands, balance and turn the woman under, changing places
2nd corners take right hands, balance and turn the woman under, changing places

B2

With your partner take right hands, balance and turn the woman under, changing places
Gypsy your partner

Comments: I wrote this tune after a lovely evening at the "Blue Danube" restaurant in Windsor, Ontario, Canada. I was
surely under the spell of the Gypsy Orchestra playing there, Detroit's own "Gusty Horvath and the Gypsy Wanderers."
Gusty is a wonderful cymbalom player whose chordal arrangements were the inspiration for the "Godmother" (named for
the Grand Dame of the Ladies Dulcimer and Terrorist Society whose wisdom and insight span the boundaries of musical
taste). The dance, of course, was inspired by the tune and the fact that the gypsy is one of the most provocative moves in
English Dance. Special costuming suggestions: Gold bangle earrings appropriate to this dance, for both men and women.

rifle (jocfmotfier
October 17. 1984

© 1985, Judi Morningstar
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.91.2 Corners
Contra, duple improper

by Joseph Pimentel
Al

Hey for 4* about three-quarters. starting by passing neighbor by the right along the set, men then pass
left in the center while the women turn out over their right shoulders, partners two-hand turn threequarters, open up to face across with the woman on her partner's right (on the man's original side)

A2

Circle left once around
Neighbor mirror image gypsy, 1st cpl. start by splitting the 2nd cpl. (end in progressed place)**

B1

2nd cpl. turn contra corners, same sex corners

B2

2nd cpl. balance and swing (end facing up towards new 1st cpl.)

Dance Notes: *This hey begins as in Al of Gene Hubert's "Fan in the Doorway" (Dizzy Dances Ill). Begin by passing N by
the right so the men face in and the women face out; men then pass left in the center as women cast over their right shoulder to
face back in. Including the initial N by the right, this hey consists of 6 passes: N right, men left, P right, women left, N right,
men left. The hey "ends" with men back to back in the center, facing their partners on the man's original side of the set.
**From the circle, twos can guide the ones into the gypsy using a gates-and-posts motion, as in Linda Leslie's "Friendly
Sandwich Comers" and Ema-Lynne Bogue's English country dance "Easter Mom." The shifting of weight from partner at
the beginning of the circle, to shared between partner and neighbor in the circle, and then to neighbor at the end can be
quite satisfying; it may initially feel unusual for W2 and Ml, who can make the transition smooth and comfortable. Once
the momentum of the gypsy has been established, neighbors drop hands to allow for the transition into the contra comers.
Coments: Dedicated to the wonderful dance community of Ann Arbor, affectionately referred to as N. Inspired by Linda
Leslie's "Friendly Sandwich Comers."

.9L Contra Caro[
by Joseph Pimentel

Contra, duple improper

Al

Neighbor !(present neighbor) right pull by
Neighbor 2 (future neighbor) allemande left
Neighbor 1 (present neighbor) right pull by
Neighbor 3 (past neighbor) allemande left

A2

Right hand star with original neighbors
Women drop out (on their original side) and men allemande right 1V2

B1

Partner gypsy right shoulder
Partner swing

B2

Women chain
Half hey for four (women pass right to start)

Dance Notes: As I teach this dance, I mention Dickens' A Christmas Carol, in which Scrooge had three ghosts, of
Christmases past, present, and future. Similarly, in this dance, everyone has three neighbors-of past, present, and future.
This provides context for the flurry of neighbors in Al. If the women are alert, they can really help the transition into the
gypsy in Bl.
Comments: Dedicated to Carol Kopp. Inspired by Scott Higgs' dance "Contracordians" and Charles Dickens' story A
Christmas Carol.
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'lJeroisfi f.j_ir{
by Joseph Pimentel

CCWBecket

Al

Hey across the set, women cast over right shoulder while men pass left in the center to start

A2

Hey along the set, *trail buddy 1 left shoulder gypsy, partners pass right, trail buddy 2 left shoulder
gypsy

B1

Partner balance and swing

B2

Circle left
Star left, single file promenade along the set to new neighbors (women lead partners)

Dance Notes: *Trail buddy 1: tum back to partner to fmd trail buddy 1.
**Trail buddy 2: look over partner's shoulder to fmd trail buddy 2.
In the single file promenade in B2, the women should identify their next neighbor man before casting over their right
shoulder so that they can gauge where the hey across will be.
Comments: Dedicated to Becky Hill, author of Twirling Dervish and Other Contra Dances and Twirling Dervish Returns.
Inspired by the tune ''The Girlfriend ofthe Whirling Dervish," from the Hot Point String Band's CD "Stepping on Cords."

2?.gmsay Cfiase
by Joseph Pimentel
Contra, duple improper
A1

Women dance into center to form a wavy line, and balance
Women back out as men dance in; M don't take hands
Men tum over right shoulder and dance out to place, facing out

A2

Single file promenade clockwise three places
Partner gypsy 1Y2

B1

Half hey, women pass left
Partner swing

B2

Circle left three-quarters
Neighbor swing

Dance Notes: This dance can be tricky to teach, as no one is touching anyone else for about half of the dance, meaning
that the caller has to give dancers very clear cues about where they need to be and go. I tell the women in A1 to focus on
their partner, which sets things up. When the men tum around, the women then chase their partners. It is important they
know to end up on the same side as their partner. After the gypsy, telling the women to end facing into the set looking
across at each other helps them get oriented. People really want to swing their partners by this point, so I often say
something about delayed gratification. After the women start the hey, the men then chase their partner across the set.
The start of the dance comes around very quickly, especially for those who swing too long with their neighbors. It helps if the
men are especially conscious of this so that they can help their neighbor women into the center to start again.
Comments: Dedicated to Fred Ramsay Todt
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fJ3i[[ andJane
by Burt Schwartz
Contra, duple improper
Type of music: Any exciting 32 bar reel - bass and rhythm should drive the music
Al

Neighbor allemande left
1st cpl. swing, end facing 2nd cpl. who are facing up

A2

Do-si-do your neighbor, 11,4 and end in a wave
Allemande right half, and men allemande left half (square dancers swing through)

Bl

Partners balance and swing and end facing across the set (cpl. 1 is on men's line)

B2

Rights and lefts across
Women chain back

Comments: This was written in honor of the wedding of Bill Colvin & Jane Indyk. The vigorous contra best suits their
taste in country dance, and as such, this one should be danced vigorously with an up-tempo spirited tune.
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Corned r.Beef Quacfri{fe
«

by Burt Schwartz
Quadrille (Square)
Type of music: Any good square dance tune of 32 bars (2/4) played 4 or 8 times through
Al

Heads bumpsy daisy (stand back to back with partner, bend slightly, and "bump bustles" to be
"launched" into movement forward) and travel around the outside of the set passing partner half way
round by the right, and continuing to home passing partner again

A2

Heads allemande left with corners and return home
All four men into the center and right hand star

B1

Partner swing
Sides into the middle (forward) & back

B2

Pass through in the center, turn left, (both side men and women so sides are single file with side men
in the lead) go around 1 (around the head men) into the center and ...
Star right (side men join right hands to start the star and the side ladies join them one step later) until
reaching the side's corners and ...

Chorus:
Al

Allemande left the corner
Swing partner

A2

Allemande left the corner
Do-si-do partner

B1

Allemande left the corner
Grand right and left Y2 way

B2

Meet partner and promenade
Swing partner at home

Note - sequence for this dance is Figure, Chorus, Figure with head and side actions reversed, chorus
Comments: This has been a favorite of our dancers for many years now. It contains the gimmick elements of a number of
popular singing call square dances of the 1930s to 1950s, a period that some believe was the ultimate square dance era.
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'Drew's 'Deilte or 30 and Out
Double Sicilian Circle

by Burt Schwartz
Tune: Down Yonder
A1

Forward and back
Do-si-do your opposite

A2

Star through with opposite, end facing partner, do-si-do partner.
Hey for four, start right shoulder with partner

B1

Complete the hey
Balance once or twice with partner

A3

Partner swing

C1

Promenade 2 places (imagine a square dance set) into lines (same facing direction but couples have
traded ends of the line)
As couples, promenade past the opposite couple (progression) to meet a new line of 4

Dance Notes: Each tum of the dance the couples exchange ends of the line-ideally, it is danced an even number of times,
but if it isn't, so what!
Comments: This dance, written in honor of Drew Nagle's 30th birthday, was first presented at the February 1984
advanced dance at Lovett Hall.

Tsse~ Quadri{fe
by Burt Schwartz
Type of music: Any good square dance tune of 32 bars played 4 or 8 times through

Quadrille (Square)

Al

Heads forward and back as sides rollaway
Forward again pass through, separate, go around 1 person and squeeze into a line at side places

A2

Lines forward and back
Pass through, and arch in the middle and the ends turn in, then heads turn individually to face in.

B1

Sides star right, once around to corner
Allemande left

B2

Come back to partner, promenade, keep going, don't slow down

A3

Heads put the lady in the lead as the sides wheel to face the center and women chain over
Sides right and left through (heads continue around the outside)

A4

Sides quick forward and back, and then sides pass through
Allemande left your corner

B3

Grand right and left
Meet partner and do-si-do

B4

Promenade partner home
Partner swing at home

Dance Note: Sequence for this dance is four times through alternating head and side actions
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(j and51.
by Burt Schwartz

Contra, duple improper

A1

1st cpl. mirror do-si-do through 2nd cpl. (1st cpl. goes between 2nd cpl. to start)
1st cpl mirror allemande with 2nd cpl. 1Y2 around

A2

1st cpl. promenade up, 2nd cpl. promenade down, turn alone
Return, allemande convenient hand 11A around so the 1st cpl. faces in and the 2nd cpl. faces out

B1

1st cpl. dance an assisted figure of eight through the 2nd cpl. above, (1st cpl. cross, go above 2nd
cpl. and with arms around, wheel half way to face in, then 1st cpl. cross again, go above 2nd cpl.
who have U turned, and with arms around, wheel half way to face in again)

B2

1st cpl. balance and swing

Comments: On May 12, 1984, the Detroit Country Dance Society held a benefit dance for WDET at Wayne State
University's Old Main Building. One of the fund raisers that evening was the auctioning off ofthis dance; high bidders
would have the dance named in their honor. The dance remained quite popular for many years until, unfortunately, the
couple who outbid everyone else split up. At that time, it was removed from the repertoire. After about a year and a half,
the female half of this former couple suggested this new name, as it was too enjoyable a dance to not be used.
This dance introduced a new figure I had created, that of the assisted figure of eight. I have used it in other dances since,
and recently received a dance from a caller in another area who had danced G & A with me a number of years ago and has
now begun to use my figure.

(juinea Pig Contra
by Burt Schwartz
Type of music: Any 32 bar reel - I like Road to Boston

Contra, duple improper

AI

Neighbor do-si-do
2nd cpl. half figure eight around the 1st cpl. (above)

A2

2nd cpl. do-si -do partner
1st cpl. half figure of eight around the 2nd cpl., end in the center facing down the set

B1

Down the hall four in line, 1st man and 2nd woman arch, 2nd man leads under the arch and pulls the
others through, the line is now reversed and facing up the set
Return to place, 1st cpl. cast

B2

1st cpl. balance and swing

Comments: Third Saturday in May of 1986, and I'm busy doing typical Saturday things like grocery shopping, lawn
mowing, etc. While doing so I get an idea for a new contra. I continue playing with the idea. When it comes time to write
the program for the St. Tim's dance that night, I write down the idea, iron out the details of the dance, and decide to put it,
still unnamed, on the program. When I introduced the dance that night, I explained that it was brand new and that the
dancers were serving as guinea pigs. The feedback on the dance was positive, and the guinea pig stayed.
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Mariposa 2?pse
by Burt Schwartz
Type of Music: Any 32 bar reel - I like Westwind

Triplet (3 couple set, longways)

A1

1st and 2nd men slide to the foot as 1st and 2nd women do likewise
3rd cpl. move to the top of the set, as the others slide back to occupy 2nd and 3rd places (the set now
reads 3, 1, 2)

A2

1st and 3rd cpls. right hand star
1st cpl. flows into a left star with 2nd cpl.

B1

Long lines forward and back
Partner do-si -do

B2

Contra corners

Comments: I talked to Judy Donlin in the fall of 1984 when she and her husband Jerry Stormer were expecting a child.
Judy told me that if the baby was a girl that she would be named Mariposa Rose. I was so taken by the name that I decided
that I would write a dance for the new baby. The dance debuted at a St. Tim's dance a month before the baby was born and
everyone liked the dance so well that we just knew that the new baby would be a girl. Perhaps, someday, Mariposa will
come to a dance and dance this one.

Miriam's Quadri{fe
by Burt Schwartz
Type of Music: Punky Baby Song 4 or 8 times through

Quadrille (Square)

A1

Circle left (skipping or slipping ring)

A2

Men left hand star
Partner allemande right

B1

Do-si-do corner, then pass corner by right shoulder to a new corner
Allemande left new corner

B2

Balance and swing original corner (new partner) ending with all facing the center with hands joined

Dance Notes: There is no need to worry about going around exactly one time on the circle left; the dance will dance just
as well regardless of how far the circle travels.
Comments: When my daughter, Miriam, was little she was very difficult to get to sleep. My wife, Ann Marie, and I
would spend a great deal of time dancing while holding Miriam until she would be lulled into sleep. We danced waltzes,
hambos, bulgarian folk dances, scottish reels and many other things. We wore out a copy of "New England Chestnuts"
dancing traditional country dances with her. Her favorite figures were "do-si-do" and "balance and swing." At Miriam's
birthday in October, she was called "Pumpkin" which ended up shortened to "Punky." This went along with the wild spike
hairdo she had for awhile as a baby. Gradually, I composed a three verse song that we called the Punky Baby Song. I kept
saying that one day I would put a dance to the tune, but time slipped away and before I knew it, six years had gone by. Well,
better late than never. Miriam's quadrille dances well to her song.
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39.9Lgain
Contra, duple proper

by Don Theyken
AI

Mirror do-si-do neighbor, 1st cpl. split the 2nd cpl.
Mirror allemande below, once around

A2

Down the hall, 2 by 2, 1st cpl. in the lead, 1st cpl. tum as a cpl., 2nd cpl. tum alone and step apart
Return in a line of four, 1st cpl. hand cast around

B1

Contra comers

B2

1st cpl. balance and swing

Dance Notes: There are those dancers who would like to dance the allemande in Al twice around. I find that if that figure
is danced twice around, then the dancers usually go too far down the hall and do not come back far enough. The line then
ends up moving down the hall.
Comments: This dance was named for Glen Morningstar's 40th birthday.

C1( Circfe rJJance
by Don Theyken

Sicilian Circle, double progression

Al

Left hand star with the cpl. you are facing
Circle left, once around

A2

Opposite swing, end facing your partner
Circles forward and back*

B1

Gypsy your partner into a swing, end facing your original line of direction

B2

Opposite do-si-do
Take right hands with your opposite, balance and pull by

Dance notes: *The inside circle is facing out and the outside circle is facing in, go forward and back toward your partner
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My Lady's Pfeasure
Contra, duple improper

by Don Theyken
A1

Neighbor left shoulder do-si-do
Neighbor allemande left 11A around into a line, 1st cpl. facing down, do not take hands

A2

Go for a walk, 1st men and women down the hall, 2nd men and women up the hall, tum, return

B1

Gypsy your neighbor into a swing, end facing across

B2

Long lines forward and back
1st cpl. swing

13eg_inner's '])ream
by Matt D. Troskey

Contra, duple improper

A1

Neighbor do-si-do
Rights and lefts, up and down the set

A2

Neighbor balance and swing

B1

Down the hall four in line, tum alone
Return, bend the line

B2

Circle left, once around
Left hand star, and courtesy tum your partner to face a new couple

9vfichigan 'Dance J-feritage
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rreaclia6fe Moments #1
Contra, duple improper

by Matt D. Troskey
Al

Neighbor allemande left 1Y2 around
Women chain across

A2

Women chain back.
Long lines forward and back

B1

1st cpl. do-si-do
Comers do-si -do

B2

Circle left, once around
Right hand star once around, 1st cpl. face down, 2nd cpl. face up

Jolin~

Out the 'Door Contra
Contra, duple improper

by John Vakarietis
Al

1st cpl. down the outside, while the 2nd cpl. up the inside, tum alone
Return, handy hand allemande with comer half around

A2

1st cpl. down the inside, 2nd cpl. up the outside, tum alone
Return, handy hand allemande with comer into a line of four facing up, 1st cpl. in the middle

B1

Up the hall four in line, tum as a cpl. with your neighbor
Return, fold the line

B2

Balance and swing your partner (end with 1st cpl. facing down and 2nd cpl. facing up)
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Dedication
This historical segment of Great Contras & Squares from the Great Lakes State is dedicated to the steadfast people
who volunteer their time and energy to lead dance and music groups, host meetings, find and book dance halls, enlist
callers and bands, publicize, handle the money, provide refreshments and set-up and refresh the halls.
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jJ_ 'Brief J{istorg

of Contra '1Janci11£l in MichitJ_an

Purpose

by Glen Morningstar Jr.

This is a summary of the published dance activities and accounts of people connected with contra dancing in
Michigan from 1900 through 1999. The purpose of this writing is to capture the effort, spirit, and contiguous events
that fostered the rise of this community oriented style of dance. We should be proud of what we have done to bring
music, dancing, joy, fun and fellowship to our communities, as witnessed by this collection. More historical detail can
be obtained from the people who currently lead dance activities in their respective locales. My apologies to any
person or groups who I've not discovered for this summary, as your contributions are important to contra dancing in
Michigan ... keep up the good work. Please send your input to Michigan Dance Heritage, c/o Glen Morningstar Jr, to
have on file for updates of this history.

Earliest Traditional Contra Dances

1

Gems of the Ball Room

A study of the published dance booksLl.3A and the baH dance card
CALL BOOK
programs 5 of midwest and northeast traditional American dancing at the
beginning of the 20th century reveal that the contra (or contre) dances you
would likely participate in would be Lady Walpole's Reel, Opera Reel,
Chorus Jig, Money Musk, Pat' nella, Rory O'More, Hull's Victory, Old Zip
Coon, Fisher's Hornpipe and Miss McLeod's Reel. The formation for these
dances was proper formation, "Form six couples in a set, ladies on one side,
gents on the other. Ladies right hand is the head of the set." Also to be
found under the title of contra dance would be selections such as Flowers of
Edinburgh, Soldier's Joy, Spanish Dance and Cecilian Circle. With these
selections, the formation "Form as for Spanish Dance" or "Sicilian Circle"
was used which was couple facing couple around the hall (duple minor, in a
J>rl e, so Cent
circle). Examples of dances that stand out as a variant on these formations
,__..,.,., .,
were the Single Scotch Reel and the Tempest, found in Gems of the Ball£. T. ROOT & ONS
CIIICACO , I U..
room2, 1896. The instruction for setting up these dances was "Form with
couples facing up and down the hall" (even numbers specified for the
Tempest). The figures revealed that they were using a "duple minor, improper" contra dance formation, the only two of this type in Gems of the
Ballroom. In other publications, the Tempest was danced in the old six-couple style or as a becket or as a quadrille
variant. Lady Walpole's Reel was a close cousin, formed duple minor proper then changing to improper at the onset of
the first figure danced. Other dances, such as Lady of the Lake as found in a ballroom manual 4 on contra dancing in
1863, would have the head couple (only) change places before the dance commenced. A final note is the recognition
that these contra dances were published typically in "Quadrille Call Books," where the vast majority of the contents
were quadrilles, lancers and couple dances.

...

From 1900 through the late 1960's in Michigan, a preponderance of lancers and quadrilles were in the dance programs ofthe traditional style balls and large social dance gatherings6 , while visiting squares and singing square dances
were found in house parties7 , town hall dances and Grange dances. The "quarter-acre ballrooms" built in Michigan
during the big band era were typically used for round dance gatherings, where the fox-trot, one-step, two-step and waltz
were the mainstay. When available, traditional style dancing would use these facilities as welJS. Contra dances, when
found, were still typically Money Musk, Hull's Victory, Opera Reel, Chorus Jig, Rory O'More and Petronella, which had
evolved from six-couple sets to twelve-couple sets or "longways for as many as will" where the dance space allowed.
The Virginia Reel continued as a six or eight-couple longways dance. The Fireman's Dance and Portland Fancy were
being danced as double Sicilian Circles. The Tempest was a four-couple minor dance, with heads in longways lines and
sides facing across.
Two bodies of resources from Michigan, Henry Ford's Good Morning books 9 (four editions, 1926-1943) and
Grace Ryan's Dances of our Pioneers 10 ( 1926-1939) fueled the inclusion of traditional dance in the recreation programs of the Michigan school systems that lasted from the 1920's through the 1960's. The materials in the Good
Morning books had a New England flavor through the influence of Benjamin Lovett from Sudbury, Massachusetts.
Lovett had accepted Henry Ford's call to join him as Dance Master and Educator in Dearborn. The Dances of our
Pioneers had a rural Michigan influence, as Grace Ryan was collecting primarily in Michigan from her Central State
Teachers College (now Central Michigan University) base of operation in Mt. Pleasant.
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Jiistory (continued)
The collaboration of the broader dance community is important during this period; Ralph Page and Beth Tolman
from New Hampshire, Benjamin Lovett and Grace Ryan from Michigan, Lloyd Shaw from Colorado, Frank Smith
from Kentucky, Elizabeth Burchenal from New York and May Gadd from England (working in New York) all were
sharing their works. Dance camps across the country became popular in the 1930's and through the years were
meeting places for these dance leaders to offer their collections and explore others.

The Seeds of Contemporary Contra Dances
The work that Ralph Page was doing in New England beginning in the 1930's specifically included a generous
portion of contra dances. His publications 1w and the publications of the dance leaders he mentored (Herbie Gaudreau
1971) 13 or influenced (Don Armstrong 1973 )14 would prove to be the foundation for the contra dancing we enjoy
today at the close of the 20th century. Herbie Gaudreau's definition of "contemporary contra dances" generally
describes where contra dancing has evolved to as we close this century. In his 1971 book Modern Contra Dancing 13 he
writes, "I began to analyze the mechanics of the contra and originated a dance in which all couples were busy, and the
calls were directed to everyone." Don Armstrong's 1973 publication The Caller/Teacher Manual For Contras was
sold around the world as he traveled and taught contra dancing. Don is recognized today as the world ambassador of
contra dancing.

Contemporary Contra Dances Surface
In Detroit ... Michigan's movement to contemporary contra dances began with marked interest in 1971 and gathered momentum in 1976. There was a combination of activities and events that fueled the movement: International
Folk Dancing Workshops; America's Bicentennial; Michigan dancers who hailed from the New England States or
were participating in dances and dance camps that included New England contra dances; the publication of books
with increasing numbers of contemporary contra dances in them. International folk dance groups, notably Wayne
State University's group in Detroit and University of Michigan's group in Ann Arbor, continued to explore many
forms of dancing from around the world including the newer contra dances surfacing in the 1960's. Alex Cushnier,
who led the folk dance group at WSU, brought Jerry Helt from Cincinnati, Ohio in for annual dancing weekends
beginning in 1972 and Jerry included contemporary contra dances. Alex had met Jerry at Stockton Folk Dance Camp
in California. Burt Schwartz, who was originally from New York and accepted a fellowship at WSU after undergraduate work at Ball State University, moved to the Detroit area in 1970 and danced occasionally with Alex's group. He
connected immediately with Jerry Helt, as Burt had been exposed to contra dances in 1969 from caller Ed Moody (a
contemporary of Ralph Page) from Nashua, New Hampshire. Burt's first offerings to teach a class in English country
dance and one in contra dance through Berkley Schools community education in 1971 did not hold due to lack of
enrollment. He continued, undaunted, to teach contra dances at family and community gatherings in Detroit and
surrounding suburbs, with Jerry's workshop fueling the fire.
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In 1972-73, Burt was the CDSS contact for Michigan
during the CDSS drive to raise funds to buy Pinewoods.
He recalls, "I received a set of 3"x5" cards from CDSS of
all the Michigan members (who I contacted) and there
were either 10 or 11." At this same time, Burt and Dale
Johnson, who had met at Pinweoods, were sharing their
knowledge of contra and English country dancing. In the
following year, Dale led recreational dancing at gatherings at the Friends Meeting House in Ann Arbor.
The preparation for the American Bicentennial in
1976led Michigan re-enactment groups to Burt's door
beginning in 1974, when he started teaching dancing and
conducting balls for the participants. Burt led the formal
costumed 1776 Re-enactment Ball in Dearborn at Lovett
Hall (Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village) on
July 4, 1976. Music was provided by members of the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, and his 1770's program was
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J{istory {continued)
supplemented with dances through the decades to the current
date, including contra dances. In January 1977, Burt and
Paul Tyler (originally from Indiana) began teaching classes
in American folk dancing, which solidly included contra
dances, at the Detroit Historical Museum. Burt's resources
were materials from Ingrid Brainard, M.G. "Kars" Karsner,
Kate Keller, Ed Moody, Jim Morrison, Ralph Page and
Ralph Sweet.
In December 1977, Burt, Paul Tyler and members of their
classes began the Detroit Country Dance Society (DCDS).
The following January, Burt and Paul led squares, contras
and clogging every Thursday evening and taught beginner
classes Uoining as co-instructors were first Evelyn
Osmialowski, and later Glen Morningstar and Maureen
Moore, then Ann Marie Curley) on alternate Wednesdays at
the Detroit Historical Museum, later at local schools in
Birmingham and Lincoln Park. Live music was provided the
last Thursday of every month. Early musicians were primarily three groups. Buffalo Nickel (John Carter on guitar, Bob
Hub bach on hammered dulcimer and Al Smitley on fiddle)
and Simple Gifts (Rosemary Kornacki on bass and guitar,
Glen Morningstar on banjo and fiddle, Judi Morningstar on
hammered dulcimer and piano, and Tom Radcliffe on guitar
and banjo) were from the Paint Creek Folklore Society in
Rochester. Maureen DelGrosso (piano), Rich DelGrosso
(mandolin) and Paul Gifford (hammered dulcimer and
fiddle) comprised the third group.
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In May 1979 Burt began his fourth Saturday contra and square dances at St. Timothy's Church in Detroit, with
music provided by the Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband (RWSB). This band had formed from Paint Creek
Folklore Society members in September 1978 as an outgrowth of the work of Buffalo Nickel, Simple Gifts and the
Gifford/DelGrossos trio. In addition to Bob Hubbach, Rosemary Kornacki, Glen Morningstar, Judi Morningstar, Tom
Radcliffe and Al Smitley mentioned earlier, were Don Hays on recorder and spoons, Cecelia Horodko on hammered
dulcimer and harp, Gene Menton on fiddle and banjo mandolin, Don McCoy on guitar, Rick Ott on guitar and percussion, Carl Visconti on bass, mandolin and guitar, and Bill Webster on dulcimer and banjo-mandolin. Jan Pavlinak on
piano, Sharon Robinson on hammered dulcimer, and Brad Battey Jr. on fiddle brought their musical talents as members in following years. In September 1979, Burt and Paul began country dancing for experienced dancers every
Thursday night in the Detroit Historical Museum. In 1980, the fourth Saturday dances moved to third Saturdays.
In 1988, Steve Gold, one of the members of DCDS, spun from his many years of dance experience to start calling
contra dances. The first whole dance he programmed and called was in the winter of 1989 at St. Timothy's. Since then,
Steve has called regularly in the Ann Arbor, Detroit and Lansing areas. Steve has also conducted Adult Education classes
in contra, square and English country dancing for the Ann Arbor Public Schools, and a class for the University of
Michigan.
Dancing continued at St. Timothy's church for many years until mid-1992 when the group moved to St. John's
church in Royal Oak. At this point, Burt began passing the leadership reins to Steve Gold and Karen Missavage; in
1994 they began handling the majority of the calling for DCDS. In addition, they enlisted Tom Allen, David Glick,
Glen Morningstar, and Marlin Whitaker to call the DCDS dances. All their repertoires favored contemporary contra
dancing.
In 1997, the Detroit Country Dance Society merged with the Oakland County Traditional Dance Society (OCTDS)
which had been formed in 1990 (described further on).
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Jlistory {continuer£)
In Ann Arbor ... Contemporary contra dances sutfaced in the Ann Arbor area in 1974 as Dale Johnson would call
an occasional contra dance at the gatherings at Friends Meeting House. Dale had previously danced at Pinewoods and
collaborated with Burt Schwartz to provide recreational
dancing at the meeting house.
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The first organized contra dancing in Ann Arbor was
started in the basement at Xanadu Co-op in 1976. David
Teitelbaum was leading the activity, and live music provided
through an open band structure. Regular players in the open
band were Martha Bums, Dave Cahn, Betsy Gamble, Garth
Gerber, Mary Gick, Nancy Gross, Ellen Jacobs, Craig
Johnson, Bill Meyer, Bill Miller, Dave Murphey, Dave
Orlin, Becky Peapples, Vinnie Tufo and David West. Two
bands which had organized in 1975 also played, Skunks
Misery and the Sharon Hollow Stringband. The Sharon
Hollow Stringband at their onset was comprised of Garth
Gerber, Bill Miller, David Murphey and Dave Orlin. David
Murphey was involved in the organizing as well, and by
November 1977, the University of Michigan Folklore
Society was sponsoring this dance 15 • As David Park Williams recalls, threads of the Xanadu dancing are traced
through the early first Saturday contra group that used to
meet at the Michigan Union, the Education School and the
Law Quad, then to the Ann Arbor Council for Traditional
Music and Dance (AACTMAD) first Saturday contra
dances at First United Methodist Church, then Pittsfield
Grange. David Orlin remembers that the group danced at
Hillel (community center) between the times of the Xanadu
Co-op and the Michigan Union.

In 1977, the Cobblestone Farm Country Dance group in
Ann Arbor was formed. The work they did to teach and raise public awareness of traditional dancing and pull new
members into the contra dancing community was monumental. This work is revealed in accounts by David Park
Williams, Robin Warner, John Freeman and Don Theyken.
David Park Williams recalls:
"In 1976, I was listening to a string band
playing on the east piazza of the wooden
(or pre-1844) section of the Cobblestone
Farm, and thought wouldn't it be great to
have a period dance group pelforming in
costume? I got permission from the Farm's
board to use the title Cobblestone Farm
Country Dancers. Then I interested the Art
World's Institute of Creative Arts to let me
teach a course in nineteenth century New
England-style country dancing. I announced
(shamelessly) that graduates of the course
Brad Battey, Paul Winder, David Or lin, Dave Murphey, Emily M urphey,
would be eligible to join the Cobblestone
and Garth Gerber
Farm Country Dancers. The first session was
held on November 11, 1977 in a mirrored
upstairs room on Main Street, which I was
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Jiistory {continued)
told had been the dance hall of a speakeasy in Prohibition days. The graduates
did indeed join the Cobblestone Farm Country Dancers: me. In early '78 there
was a second session at Art Worlds. What to teach them? I reasoned ... that most
of the early settlers of Michigan came from New England and upstate New York
via the Erie Canal. ... According to the research of the dance scholar, Paul Gifford,
the most popular dances that came here from New England via the 1825 canal
were Money Musk, Opera Reel, Virginia Reel and Irish Trot; Money Musk seems
to have been the favorite .... The culmination of ten years of performing quadrilles,
contras and rounds in period costume all over southeastern Michigan was the
Centennial of the Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island, where we taught the guests
1887 period dances to the music ofthe Dodworth Saxhorn Band....The group no
longer performs in costume, but still sponsors the third Saturday contra dances
and (with Ann Arbor Recreation) the third Sunday family dances. There were
spin-offs; ... Catherine Graham teaches Scottish Country Dancing, Arlynn Hacker
founded the Grand Traditions Vintage Dance Academy in Saline, while John
David Park Williams
Freeman called the first Friday dances and trained a new generation of callers.
Robin Wruner is still holding forth in the third Saturday contras."
Robin Warner joined the Cobblestone Farm Country Dancers in April 1979. Prior to that he had danced in New
Hampshire to Dudley Laufman (1972), in the Friends Meeting House in Ann Arbor (197 4 ), in Lansing to Louisa
Stark ( 1976), and in Ann Arbor at St. Andrews Church to Vinnie Tufo and Debbie Low ( 1978). Robin recalls:
"David Park Williams had readied the group for the l50th anniversary of the town of Clinton, which is
where the Eagle Tavern/Clinton Inn in Greenfield Village comes from. Our demonstrations were of four
contra dances and two quadrilles. When David was called away to tour the Rocky mountains with his
elementary school students (he was a teacher in the Lincoln School District), I was selected to lead the
contra dances in the demonstration."
Robin's repertoire quickly included the duple minor improper contemporary contra dances he had been exposed to
through Dudley Laufman and Louisa Stark. Michigan Folk Notes 16 chronicles Robin and David Park Williams calling
together on March 29, 1980 at the Alice Lloyd dorm in Ann Arbor. He recalls the early music for the dancing as being
provided by the Sharon Hollow Stringband (by this time, Emily Murphey had joined the group and Bill Miller had
moved away from Ann Arbor) and later through groups organized by fiddler Paul Winder.
A second group began dancing contra dances at established house and bam parties in the Ann Arbor area in 1978
as the Cobblestone Farm Country Dancers were growing in Ann Arbor. These house and bat11 parties had been
organized by Rich MacMath and friends in Chelsea. Roma Barran called the first square dances and the occasional
reel as part of the party activities. Rich caught the calling bug and called squares there in 1976 and as well at Mel
Fox's Bam and Bob Keene's bam near Ann Arbor. Their early dance music was provided by a band known as
"Skunks Misery," led by fiddler Bill Miller with Craig Johnson and Dave Moultrop on guitars and Mike Shanahan on
banjo. From Rich's participation in contra dancing at St. Andrew's and the Cobblestone Farm Country Dancers, he
expanded his repertoire and began calling contra dances at his house and bam parties in 1978. Rich was a key contributor as well to other early organized dancing in Ann Arbor. Of particular note, Rich worked with Bill O'Connor
and Greg Ross who had discovered the Pittsfield Grange Hall on Ann Arbor-Saline Road to launch a regular "singles
dance" there in the early 1980's. Pittsfield Grange Hall quickly became one of the favored dance halls (and remains so
to this day) and in 1984 the "singles" theme was dropped and it became known simply as the Second Saturday Grange
Dance. Many dancers have become Grange members and support the upkeep of the hall and the dancing there. Rich
called his last Ann Arbor contra and square dance at the Grange in May 1990 before moving to Austin, Texas. He's
returned to Ann Arbor on occasion to call for special dance events.
John Freeman became a member of the Cobblestone Farm Country Dancers in Aprill981 . He capitalized on his teaching skills to begin instructing dances, including contras, in the community education arena, in Northville and Ann Arbor.
John was introduced to contra dancing at the "Zing Into Spring" folklore societies (Paint Creek and Detroit) gathering in
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Lapeer in April of 1978. He was responding to an invitation from Judi Morningstar at a Leo Kretzner workshop to meet
more musicians who enjoyed the mountain dulcimer. John not only connected with many fellow players, but also was
drawn to the dancing. He attended the ftrst St. Timothy's dance by the Detroit Country Dance Society in May 1979, and
through subsequent connections in Detroit, Lansing and Ann Arbor, joined Cobblestone. John recalls:
"David Park Williams and Robin Warner were my early mentors. David has been the quiet hero of the Ann Arbor
dance community, teaching many dancers and leaders and as well developing the Cobblestone Farm Country
Dance group as a recognized part of Ann Arbor's social structure."
John also points to Bill Alkire (from Wooster, Ohio) as one of his major influences. John called his ftrst public
contra dance evening with Robin Warner in May 1982 at an AACTMAD dance. His earliest contribution of teaching
young people about contra dancing continues with the work he does today.
Don Theyken started dancing in Ann Arbor in 1980, and joined the Cobblestone Farm Country Dancers in 1983.
He brought a broad interest of traditional dancing with him that connected both contra dancing and English Country
dancing. As pmt of this interest, he stmted calling contemporary contra dances in July 1984 at a Cobblestone dance.
Don recalls:
"This (Cobblestone) was a great place to learn about dancing because we danced all kinds of dances,
contras, duple and triple, quadtilles, and couple dances. The performance group was very low-key for a
performance group and everybody was very helpful. This was as much a social group as it was a performance group."
David West and Cheryl Weinberg were the musicians that Don worked with early on. When Cheryl relocated from
Michigan, Donna Baird came on board with David and they continued to have the same dual ability as Don to handle
English and contra dances. While taking the name the "Chicken Shuckers" for a brief time in 1994-95, they are most
recognized by the band name "David and Donna." Don
also worked with the Broadway Playboys (Jon Gomon
on fiddle, Jim Mullaney on guitar, Dave Orlin on bass
J a n . - F e b. 1983
DANCE CALE NDAR
and Marty Somberg on fiddle), a contra and square
dance band that was playing in Ann Arbor from 198385. The Broadway Playboys (aka Broadway Players)
were also the house band for caller Debbie Fate at
dances held at Synergy and Performance Network. Don
calls contra dances these days with the Sharon Hollow
Stringband at the Webster second Saturday dance.
SQUARE AND CONTRA D.>.NCES

January 8 - Ann Arbor Friends of Tradition,..! Music Concoa and Squa r e oa::c:e at the Mich~gan
Onion, S)O s. State, Ann Arbor, 8 - ll:30 PM . Calling by Debb~e Low Wl.th musl.C
provic!.ed by Vinny Tu~o . A<!:nission $2.$0(52.00 !or members).

1-'.SU Folk s on:g Society Square and contra Dance at the MSO Unio': in East Lansing,

B- 11 PM, with callin<J by Bob Stein and Jan rowler to th e mUSlC of t he Top Drawer

String Band. Ad:nission 53.00/2 . 00.

Detroit Co:>.tra Dance at St . Timothy ' s Church, 15888 Archdale (2 blocks e~st and
' blocks south o! the Sout~fiel<! !:xpressway an<! McNickl e s.Burt Schwartz lS
calli:~<; with the Ru!fwater Stri:~g Band . Dancing starts at 8 PM.

Ja ~.uary

16 -

~~~~~;~ ~~~n ~~y :;~~c~t ~o~;e;~t;;~~~c~~ 6 ~;~c;M~ t B~~~ ~~~~a;~; ~~~~~;;e~;an
recor<:led :nusic. Ad:nission S2.00/!.. SO.

Januarv 28 - Contra Dance at Fort St. Pr es byterian Ch-.:.rch, Detroit, 631 W. Fort St. !rorr.
•
8-ll PM. Glen !-lornin<;star c:allin<; with the RuUwater String Ba nd.
January 29 -

~~~ir~eD~~~~r~~t1~~ ~~/~~i~;:~. (;~~~~:y~a~~ ~~~l~:o~~ ~=!~/i~,;;~~~s ~hour
:nusic. ,>,d:nission is $2.50.

february 12 - />'.SO FOlksong Socie ty Contra and Square Dance .

(See January 8)

Febr ua:-y 19 - Cobblestone Far.:> Country Dancer's Contra Dance (see January 15)
Det;:oit Country Dance Society contra Da::ce at St. Timothy's(See January 15)
February 20 - Detroit C<:>untry Da:1ce Society ACva::ced Dance (Soee January 16)
February 26 - Co:1tra Oance at 410
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(See January 29)

Over the years, Don has been adept at weating many
hats in the traditional dance community.. .instructor,
caller, Morris dancer, dance exchange program director,
sound man and dance calendar keeper. He started the
Dance Calendar 17 for southeastern Michigan in January
1983, and edited it with Cheryl Weinberg's administrative support for its ftrst five years. Today, the calendar is
alive and well as an AACTMAD project called Event
Listings. It has been and continues as one of the significant threads in the contra dance fabtic by communicating contra dance activities to the public. As well, it
provides the important function of communication
between all the dance groups in Michigan for dance
activity coordination.
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:J{istory (continued)
David Park Williams, Robin Warner, Don
Theyken and John Freeman call monthly contra
dances in Ann Arbor to this date at locations that
include the Cobblestone Farm on Packard Road, the
Pittsfield Grange on Ann Arbor-Saline Road, and the
Webster Community Building on Webster Church
Road. More recent contra dance bands include
Lickety Split and the Contrapreneurs. Lickety Split
launched in 1989 with Alan Dodson on accordion,
Mike Gleason on fiddle, Paul Griffith on bass and
hammered dulcimer, Chris Taylor on guitar and
David West on piano. Bill Farmer joined them along
the way on bass and recently Morgan Humecky,
Sherry Humecky and Glenn Lee have been playing
bass, hammered dulcimer and accordion as original
members have relocated. The Contrapreneurs
The Contrapreneurs: Paul, Debbie, Dave and Marty
officially launched in 1992 (recognizing the members had played together in smaller musical combinations prior to that). Their members were Debbie Jackson on
piano, bass, guitar, mandolin and marimba, David Orlin on fiddle, guitar, banjo and mandolin, Marty Somberg on
fiddle and guitar and Paul Winder on fiddle, mandolin and guitar, who all continue to this date. The Sharon Hollow
Stringband members at the tum of the century are Brad Battey Jr., Garth Gerber, Myron Grant and Paul Winder.
The husband and wife team of Vinnie Tufo (fiddler) and Debbie Low (piano player and caller) played key musicians'
roles in the work that David Park Williams was doing in 1978. They also began leading their own second Saturday
dances at St. Andrew's Church in Ann Arbor in that same year. Their musicians included Rich and Maureen DelGrosso,
Greg Ross, Jo Nemser, Bill and Annie Miller. On at least two occasions, Vinnie brought in The Old Grey Goose, a
Maine contra dance band with Bob Childs calling from the accordian, exposing local dancers to a wild New England
sound. Subsequently, they were involved in two significant events that would further boost contemporary contra dancing
in Michigan.
In early 1980 Vinnie and Debbie collaborated with Curt and Donna Braden at Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield
Village to conduct a dance as part of the "Henry Ford Museum Theater's Historical Concert Series." On March 16,
1980, the first "Early American Contradancing" event was conducted at Lovett Hall. Debbie, Bob Stein (from East
Lansing) and David Park Williams called the dances. The band consisted of Vinnie on fiddle, Warren Steel and Bill
Webster on hammered dulcimer, Bob Winans on banjo, Rich DelGrosso on banjo-mandolin, and Maureen DelGrosso
on piano. Vinnie and Debbie's first segment in 1980 led to a similar segment on May 17, 1981, where Debbie again
called the dances, and the music this time was provided by Vinnie Tufo on fiddle and the Olde Michigan Ruffwater
Stringband. Curt and Donna again coordinated this dance for Greenfield Village as a "Country Fair- Special Event."
Rich and Maureen were again part of the music and Bruce Sagan joined on guitar. Glen Morningstar, who had called
dances in the Village since 1980 as part of RWSB, was a guest caller for the contemporary contra dances. These two
dances were most successful, and paved the way for a three-month dance series pilot by Glen Morningstar and the
Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband that grew to the first Sunday dance series that continues today.
Vinnie and Debbie's second significant contribution was the discovery of Webster Community Building as a dance
site when St. Andrews could no longer support dancing. It too became one of the favored dance locations and contra
dances continue at Webster to this day. When Vinnie and Debbie moved back East, their second Saturday dances
continued with Bill Miller and Greg Ross forming the core of the musicians and Rich MacMath calling. This evolved
to the second Saturday dance series with Don Theyken calling with the Sharon Hollow Stringband.
No account of contra dancing in Ann Arbor would be complete without the recognition of the work that EmaLynne Bogue has done for not only Ann Arbor, but for the entire state. Ema-Lynne was active in the Chicago area in
both contra dancing and Morris dance when she moved to Ann Arbor in August 1984 to do post-graduate work at the
University of Michigan. Her personable style, unbounded energy, and knack for dance instruction contributed to her
joining with callers in both Ann Arbor (Don Theyken) and East Lansing (Bob Stein) to share instruction and calling
caller throughout the state from 1985 through 1998. She was first a regular member, then a board member of the at
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regular monthly English country and contra dances. She proceeded from her shared beginnings to be an active caller
throughout the state from 1985 through 1988. She was first a regular member, then a board member of the Country
Dance and Song Society (CDSS). One of her significant activities was to raise the awareness of dancers in Michigan
and enlist their membership to CDSS. As well, she
raised the awareness of CDSS of the great dancing in
Michigan. She organized a dance leadership conference in Ann Arbor (held at Gretchen's Bam and the U
of M Union) in January 1994, which brought folks to
Ann Arbor from all over the United States and Canada
to share views on dance organization and leadership.
She was also an active leader in AACTMAD and
Michigan Dance Heritage. Ema-Lynne relocated to
Duluth, Minnesota in 1998.

Bob Stein, Erna-Lynne Bogue, and Marcie Schwartz at an MDH
weekend

In Lansing... The early contra dancing in the
Lansing area was most influenced by the dances
conducted at the New England Folk Festival (NEFFA)
and the Boston area in general. Bob Stein, originally
from Boston, has been the distinguished leader for
contra dancing in the Lansing area for many years.
Bob provides this account of when contra dancing
started there:

"I started calling in the fall of 1977. The first
Lansing dance was in the spring of 1977, with Louisa (Stark), a friend of Robin Warner's from the western part of the
state doing the calling. I started sharing the calling with her the following fall. Laura (Stein) came in the fall of 1978
and formed a band centered around Joel Mabus with Mark Sewell on banjo. Dudley Laufman came to do a dance in
the spring of '79 and kept telling Laura the music was "Top Drawer." The following fall, when the band had been in
existence for a year, they said they had already been named the Top Drawer String Band. I used dances that I danced
in the Boston area, which I wrote down at dances I attended when I went back there every few weekends. My recollection is that they were mostly improper dances, but I did a few of the chestnuts also - Petronella, Chorus Jig, Rory
O'More, Hull's Victory- but these I started mostly a year later when Laura moved out here and formed a band that
was willing to learn the tunes for them. Originally we called to old time music from a band led by Sue Hammond who
was an excellent fiddler and now lives in Ireland. I modeled myself on
Ted Sannella and Tony Parkes. At this time the only contras in the state
were Burt Schwartz's Thursday dances at the museum in Detroit, a
couple calling dances at a frat house (cooperative) in Ann Arbor and an
occasional dance in a bar in Kalamazoo. Shortly after I started the
Lansing dances, Vinny (Tufo) and Debbie (Low) started up their dance
in Ann Arbor in a church. At this time there were no other second
Saturday dances, and we would get about 200 people at the Union
Ballroom from all over the state."
The MSU Folksong Society News 15 in December 1977 chronicles the
early East Lansing dancing as being held in the MSU Union. It notes
that their "first contra dance (November 1977) was a big success; if you
missed all the fun last month, don't get left out this time! We'll have
two live callers (who are delighted to teach beginners) and a live band".
The September 1978 edition of Michigan Folk Notes 11 speaks of Sarah
Barsel from East Lansing and Joan Sherman from Detroit joining Bob
to trade off as dance callers and teachers too. Early music was provided
by the band Shuffle Creek, led by fiddler Sue Hammond.
Top Drawer: Joel, Laura, and Brian
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During the early growth of contra dancing in Detroit, Ann
Arbor and Lansing, Bob called the first Saturday night advanced
contra dance. It was held the Saturday-after-Thanksgiving 1981 at
the East Lansing Valley Court Recreation Center and was very well
attended. Bob has continued this Saturday-after-Thanksgiving
dance yearly to this date, moving first to the MSU Union, then to
the United Ministries in Higher Education Social Hall, and then to
the current location, Central United Methodist Church. Bob and his
wife Laura have nurtured many dance activities in Michigan. Their
home in East Lansing is the favorite place for dance leaders to
gather to plan for everything from Ten Pound Fiddle programs to
Michigan Dance Heritage dance camps. (Two of their additional
contributions to the dance world are their hospitality and cuisine.)
Jan Fowler joined Bob and Sarah Barsel to share calling duties
in East Lansing in May of 1979. Being an avid dancer with a
background in both old-time dancing and music, Jan was encouraged to call as Sarah was preparing to leave for graduate school.
Jan recalls her early dance calling:
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"I had been calling mostly contra dances for three or four months
when Sandy Bradley came to Lansing in the fall of 1979 to call
a dance on Saturday night and lead a caller's workshop. I had
been asked to call a few dances on Saturday night with Sandy,
and following that introduction, met with her again on Sunday at the Stein's. During our time together on
Sunday, Sandy shared her 'patter calling' tips with me. This just ignited my passion for calling. As I developed my square dance calling style, people came to rely on me more and more for my square dances while I
still enjoyed calling contra dances."
Jan was the first caller when the Looking Glass Music and Arts Association of Lansing (LGMA) launched their
contra dances in February 1982. Musicians for these LGMA dances included Rick Hammond, Dave Husic, Maureen
Masci, Mike Ross and Mark Sewell. Hardtack and Pigsfeet was the early name of the band, which later evolved to the
Hardytack Boys. Another band, with an old-time flair, formed in 1982 called Big AI and the Offenders. The band
members were tiny, blonde haired Alison Hedlund (Big Al) on fiddle, John Mikelsavage on banjo, Mike Ross on
harmonica and fiddle, Mark Sewell on fiddle and Doug Warren on Guitar. They played extensively in Michigan, as far
north as Marquette. In 1985, they evolved to the Scarlett Runner Stringband with Dave Langdon joining on bass and
Pooh Stevenson joining on banjo as John swung to guitar. Their current members are Mike, Dave, and John with
Brian Hefferan on banjo and ukelele and Larry Johnson on guitar.
Foil .U.'oUII:\.t.io ll CAU• H7 · 1141

Jan Fowler moved to Harbor Springs in the summer of 1986. She continues to lead dances for groups that include
the Wheatland Music Organization in Remus, Bayside Travelers in Traverse City, the West Traverse Township Hall
Dances in Harbor Springs sponsored by the Blissfest organization, and the Elsworth Township Hall Dances (also
sponsored by Blissfest, with Dave Eggebrecht playing fiddle and Kelly Eggebrecht doing the organizing with the
Blissfest folks). With her move north, the shared calling spot with Bob began rotating between both veteran and
upcoming callers.
Jan Holland, one of the upcoming callers, joined Bob to share calling duties in East Lansing in 1986. Her interest
in calling_stemmed from her close association with Jan Fowler (who gave her a Christmas gift-a box of calling cards).
Jan Holland continues to call today, mostly in the Lansing area. The two Jans were the prime movers for starting the
Dance and Music Festival for the Looking Glass Music and Arts Association in the fall of 1985. This annual event
featured all forms of traditional dance and dance music, including contra dances.
The Top Drawer Stringband, mentioned in Bob Stein's account, continues today in their 22nd year with Brian
Bishop on fiddle, Laura Stein on "Boston style" piano and Joel Mabus on guitar, banjo and fiddle. Their longevity
speaks of the high caliber of their music. Their contributions, individually and as a group, at festivals, dance camps,
monthly dances and to dance organizations are many.
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In Dearborn ... With the early influence of Benjamin Lovett and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford on dancing in Dearborn,
it's especially pleasing that dancing continues in beautiful Lovett Hall to this day. Ford had the hall built in 1937 as
part of his expansion of education and recreation activities. The old chestnut contras were danced there with quadrilles through the 1940's and 1950's. Ford died in 1947 and Lovett retired soon after. Old-fashioned dancing thinned
in the 1960's, held on by the work of Dick Moore and Al Hards, two of Lovett's right-hand callers. In addition to the
work of Burt Schwartz, Vinnie Tufo and Debbie Low and their companions as described earlier, cotillions were held
in Lovett Hall in September 1980 and 1981, led by Dave Taylor and Al Brundage. Their programs included the duple
proper contras of historical note. Ralph Page published Dave Taylor's account of the history of the dancing that
Benjamin Lovett and Henry Ford promoted, in his September 1981 issue of Northern Junket 12 • The door of oppmtunity that Vinnie Tufo and Debbie Low had opened with Curt and Donna Braden from the Village swung wide in 1981;
at the request of the Education Department at Greenfield Village, Glen Morningstar and the Olde Michigan Ruffwater
Stringband from Rochester (described under In Detroit) began monthly dancing at Lovett Hall.
The Early American Contra-dancing series which Glen and Ruffwater began on the first Sunday of October 1981
has provided the special ingredients to foster a successful
long-running venue for contra dancing. The location is
superb. The hall holds up to 300 people, its suspended
wooden floor is one of the finest in the country and its
chandeliers and adornments are elegant. The skilled
stringband features u·aditional instruments like the hammered dulcimer and fiddle from the earliest days of Ford
dancing. The music and the band's old-time songs are
matched to the dance selections. The programs, instructions
and calling are geared to quickly elevate the skills of new
dancers and bring the multi-leveled group that joins on any
given Sunday together as one. Groups within the dance
community, including the Cobblestone Farm Country
Dancers, the Pleasant Moments Vintage Dancers, Upper
Cut Rapper, the Ann Arbor Morris and Sword and the
piping Cawthon brothers demonstrate their best repertoire
at selected points in the three hour dances. The dance
receives the gracious support of dance leaders throughout
Michigan and surrounding states, and unwavering support
of Greenfield Village to carry on this tradition through the
assignment of education program directors with the best
interest of old-fashioned dancing in mind. Sandy Fisher is
the current director from Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village. As of this writing, the first Sunday
dances are in their 19th year, and contemporary contra
dances make up two-thirds of Glen's programs. The attendance averages 200 dancers.
In April and May 1984, Robin Warner from Ann Arbor taught a six-week course in "Social Dances of the 19th
Century" for the Edison Institute (Greenfield Village) that culminated with a ball in Lovett Hall with the Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband playing. Quadrilles, lancers and contra dances were in his program.
In October 1987, the Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband and Greenfield Village hosted the 50th anniversary of
the dedication of Lovett Hall. This event drew 330 attendees, including dancers, dance leaders and former Lovett
dance students from around the world. The Ford Reconstruction Orchestra that had played at three previous "Good
Morning" dances on first Sundays (Paul Gifford on cymbalom and vibes, Billy Sparrow on fiddle, William Webster
on dulcimer and William White on sousaphone and bass) provided music for the first half of the program. Video and
audio taped interviews captured the thoughts and experiences of the people who had first danced the old contras and
quadrilles with Benjamin Lovett beginning in 1923. This event was recognized by dance periodicals nationally, and
further elevated the awareness of Michigan as a contra dance state.
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Lovett Hall 's 50th anniversary celebration in 1987 attracted some 300 dancers

In Houghton .. .In Michigan 's
Upper Peninsula, contra dancing
was introduced through the work
of Jill VanderMeer. Her early
work began in 1980 with colonial
style contra dances and expanded
to contemporary contras following her dance school experiences
at first Brasstown and then Berea.
Jill was part of the group that
formed the Greenstone Music Coop in Houghton in 1981. In
October 1981 they held a contra
and square dance at Michigan
Technological University's
(MTU) Memorial Union Ballroom with Jill calling to the music
of two bands, Thimbleberry and
Owl Creek. The musicians in
Thimbleberry were Mike and Ann
Dam ton, and Oren and Toni

Tikkanen. Owl Creek members were Frank Farthing, Glenn Hendrix and Denny and Peggy McKaig. The Poodle
Spankers were also a regular band; their musicians were Mike Swaney, Larry Sutter, Rich Ganns and Stewart Joseph.
Jo Foley was the major organizer for the events, which expanded to regular dancing in the St. Ignatius School basement in late 1982. Over the years, Jo Foley, Dave Cotton and Becky Weeks have also done some of the calling.
In July of 1985, the Greenstone group answered the request
from Fort Wilkins State Park to
present dances from the Civil
War era at Fort Wilkins. In just
seven weeks, the group created
the Keweenaw Heritage Dancers
which then led the Fort Wilkins
Ball, enlisting the attendees as
dancers. Their program included
Hull's Victory, Money in Both
Pockets and the like. For the
next three years the Keweenaw
Heritage Dancers performed at
many places throughout the
Upper Peninsula including MTU
and Fayette State Park. Jill
Vander Meer led the dances,
Sally West was in charge of the
costumes, and Mike Swaney,
Frank Farthing and Stew Joseph
played the music.
As of this writing, Ginger Alberti is the caller and organizer. Ginger also teaches a contra dance class through the
MTU adult education program. Her regular monthly contra and square dances are held in the town of South Range,
just south of Houghton, in the Community Hall above the fire station. Their music is provided by TOEJAM whose
members are Tom Bates, Dom Dyttmer and Floyd Henderson.
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Contemporary Contra Dancing's Growth
If we recognize that 1976 through 1981 were the years that contra dancing in Michigan was gathering momentum,
then we would view 1982 through 1986 as "full steam ahead." Dance groups that had contra dances soundly in their
programs were forming around the state, and Michigan's own Dawn Dance began in Ann Arbor. Following are some
more details:
• In Rochester, the Paint Creek Folklore Society, founded in 1974 by John Carter and Vince Sadovsky, joined with the
Detroit Folklore Society to begin a "Zing into Spring" weekend in April 1978 which included contra and square
dancing led by Burt Schwmtz. These Zings evolved into Paint Creek's annual May Play Days in 1981. Paint Creek also
started an annual Starry Night for A Ramble Dance in February 1984. Callers from the Society provided the dance
leadership for these two continuing annual events and included John Freeman, Glen Morningstar, Al Pavlinak, Arlene
Shubert and Jim Tait. In 1995,
Paint Creek Folklore Society and
the Detroit Countly Dance
Society began co-hosting the
Starry Night Dance with Karen
Missavage joining as caller. In
1997, Oakland County Traditional
Dance Society began co hosting
this dance with Paint Creek
Folklore Society with David Glick
joining as caller. Music for the
first half of these dances has been
provided by the annual graduates
of the Paint Creek Country Dance
Orchestra. The Olde Michigan
Ruffwater Stringband, and Aunt
Lu and the Oakland County Allstars, followed the orchestra to
share the music for the second
half for these evening dances.
Denise Marie Stein is the current
PCFS president.
• The Grand Rapids Folklore Center, founded in 1974 by Donna Lea Wilson and others, evolved to the Grand River Folk
Arts Society, and began regular square and contra dances in 1982. These were coordinated by Cynthia Hughes and Scott
Koeze. Donna Hinman from Chicago came on board as a caller in 1986. Erna-Lynne Bogue from Ann Arbor also called a
series of dances that same year. Their early music was provided by Aardvark Conspiracy (Al Baker, Deane Bellah, Mark
DePree, Roger Plaxton, Steve Segaval and David Sibley). Over the years they have engaged many callers and musicians
with the primaty working bands in the area being Aardvark Conspiracy, Piano, Buttons and Bow (Starr Eby, Glenn Hendrix
and John Van Voorhees), Contrafusion (Amy Hertel, Bobbie Rastall, David Rastall and David Sibley) and Three's a Crowd
(Jody Heuschkel, Jim and Karen Urquhart). The Grand Rapids Public Museum has been their home. Mike McGuire,
Roger Plaxton, Patrick Scholten and David Strong are among the prime movers for the dances in recent years.
• In Kalamazoo, the Cooper Country Dancers first offered public dances at the Cooper Township Hall in 1978. Dances
were organized by Jean and Martin Gal, who with Dory Sachs called the dances using recorded music. In 1982, dances
were moved to Kalamazoo Valley Community College and live music was provided by Northern Roads, a band organized by Barclay Shilladay. Members of the band were Mary Baggerman, Judy Kroll, JeffMorehouse, Nancy Petty
Wells and Barclay. In 1986 the dances moved to the Oshtemo Grange Hall. During this time the band became the
Ha'penny Band, with members Debra and Kent Fisher, Jeff Morehouse, Pam Rups and Annie and Barclay Shilladay.
Jean m1d Martin continued their calling with occasional guest callers from around the state. The organizing
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group officially became "Country Dancing in Kalamazoo" in
1991. In 1992, the dances were moved to Millwood Middle
School. From 1982 to 1992 other members of the band included
Ruth Agius, Dave Salvat, Steve Williams and John Van
Voorhees. Mike Clark, Pam Rups and Matt Troskey came on
board as callers in those years as well. In 1995, Jean and Martin
passed the leadership baton to Mike. Mike continues to call to
this date. Jan Coray shares calling duties with Mike on occasion
and the group offers an "open mic" night to encourage new
callers. In 1999 the group returned to the Oshtemo Grange Hall
for their regular contra dances with the Brook Farm String Band
providing much of their music.
• In Holland, the Allegan Woods Folk Arts Cooperative
(founded circa 1979), had its first dance at Dutcher Lodge in
Douglas in January 1981. They began incorporating quarterly
dances with live music in their activities starting in October
1982. Joan Donaldson and John Van Voorhees were the prime
Country Dancing in Kalamazoo, at the Millwood
movers for the dancing, offering instructions through Community
Middle
School
Education in Holland and Saugatuck as well as at public dances.
Calling for their early dances was done by John Van Voorhees. In
1989, Jan Coray, Connie Schaftenaar and Kay Ver Schure organized the next step of going to monthly dances with
callers from across Michigan. Their music has been provided by Wild Thyme, consisting early on of David
Raffenaud, Mark Schrock and John Van Voorhees. Musicians who joined them were Mike Clark, David DeKuiper,
Joan Donaldson, Roger Plaxton, Robin Tinholt and Lee Ver Schure. Jan and Phil Coray, Larry Dickie, Louis Schake!
and Kay Ver Schure are the primary leaders these days and David Raffenaud and Mark Schrock continue as occasional musicians. Fidgity Digits band (Adger Williams, Evelyn Hart, Lee Forrester, Ken Mortimer, Jody Varga [now
Heuschkel] and Jan Coray) played 1993-1995. Three's a Crowd and Brook Farm String Band provide much of the
music today. The group recently moved to the Park Township Hall (fall and spring) and Overisel Community Hall
(summer) where great dancing amenities abound.
• In Traverse City, contra dancing evolved from the early clogging and old-time square dance work of Michelle
Bellanger and Audrey Brown. John Noonan joined this team shortly after their start. John, Mary Storkan, Ed Hargis,
and Susan Weber went to the Berea Christmas Country Dance School in 1982, and returned with more folks the
following year. They brought back many dance leadership ideas and blended them with the original Traverse City
theme of "bringing the dancing to the dancers" that Audrey Brown had started. Their square dances began incorporating contra dances with Ed Hargis and John Noonan calling most of the first contras. They worked with the Summit
City Stringband (Fred Johnson and friends) as they traveled monthly around the area. They were spreading the word
and gathering dancers in township halls in towns that included Elk Rapids, Elmira, Empire, Glen Arbor and Maple
City, as well as the old Opera House in Traverse City.
In the fall of 1983, Ed, John, Susan, Mary, Alex Allen, Bev Maynard and others formed the Bayside Travelers
(BST) and they have been dancing monthly, October to June ever since. Pat Reeser-Hoekje (of clogging fame) joined
their circle of contra callers in 1985. The Smokey Hollow Stringband (Tom Bauer, Joe Bottenhorn, Joe Boyer, Kate
Kramer and Jim Martin) provided much of the music from their formation through 1987. Jody Platt-Ayres and Dave
Goodwin have organized the activities for their monthly dances. The callers these days include Dan Gorno, Ed Hargis,
Pat Hoekje, Henry Morgenstein and John Noonan, and the music is often provided by New Five Cents and the
Rhythm Billies, typically at the Opera House in town. Since 1988, Pat Hoekje has also carried her calling skills to
dance groups in Lansing, Holland, Grand Rapids and Harbor Springs. Julie Collins is the current BST President.
• In Midland, the interest in Michigan's Sesquicentennial celebration sparked dance activities led by Peter Baker and
Karen (Baker) Demers, and Jerry and Marlene Hickman. They first started dancing in 1986 as the Midland Country
Dance Society, then later the Midland Traditional Dancers, under the umbrella of the Folk Music Society of Midland.
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They brought a variety of callers and musicians to the Midland Community Center aimed at educating the community
and tying in with the sesquicentennial. In 1987 they moved to recorded music. With dancers coming on board who
were also musicians, they grew to include live music with the band Finally Tuned. The early members of the band
were Ginny Barnes, Jack, Barb and Jenny Flood; Larry, Judy and Krista Krak; Mark Raines, Harriett Raymond and
Don Weaver. Ginny, Jack and Barb, Larry and Judy, Harriett, and Bill Lambdin continue today. Peter Baker, Jerry
Hickman and Rob Monroe were the mainstays of the callers, with John Vakarietis and David Glick coming on board
in 1989. In 1991 David was a regular caller. The group was also part of the Dow Gardens Folk Festivals from 1986
through 1993, which annually included an evening dance of contras, squares and mixers.

The State's Own Dawn Dance Rises
In 1982, Michigan gained further national contra dance prominence as the first annual Ann Arbor Dawn Dance,
"Dance All Night" launched on Ap1il 3rd. It was from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. at Forsythe Junior High School in Ann Arbor,
and was sponsored by AACTMAD, Ann Arbor Friends of Traditional Music and Dance, Cobblestone Country
Dancers, the Dance Planning Committee and the UM Folklore Society. Six callers and four bands were on the first
docket. It was a huge success and has been going on annually since then. Over the years it has grown to include
workshops, Friday night dancing, singing, eating, and the best of callers from around the country to join the superb
Michigan contingent. Marge Bruchak, Cindy Donahey, Sharlette Dye and Martha Lancaster organized the first Dawn
Dance with Robin Warner
fteMuslc
rime. Date. Place
lining up all the callers and
bands for the premier overnighter. Peter Baker, Ray
Bantle, Marge Cramton, Greg
Meisner, Karen Missavage,
Gretchen Preston, Mark
Steinke and Robin Warner
have led the Dawn Dance
organizing in following years.
Debbie Fate and Rich
Sponaors
MacMath were callers from
l'irst Annual
Ann Arbor at the first Dawn
Ann Arbor Dawn Dance
fteDances
Dance who have since moved
Saturday, Apr113 ,1982
8p.m . to 7a.m.
out of state, but have left a
Forsythe School
Ann Arbor, Michigan
positive indelible mark on the
dance community.
A Dawn Dance is an all night event tradi·

tiona l to early America and still held regularly in
New Eng land. The F IRST ANNUAL ANN
ARBOR DAWN DANCE is the first to be held in
this region and,wehope,thebeginningofanew
tradition. The community gathers in its f inery
with the best callers and musicians and dances
until dawn. The majority of the dances are
squaresandcontras.Fiveorsixbandsandcallers
keep a steady musical pace throughout the
night, with some of the fanciest performances

occurringon t hela$1"shift"

Jigs,reelsandhornpipesplayedonfiddle.
mandolin, banjo and more

April3.1982

Debbie Fate
Jan Fowler& Friends
Debbie Low
Rich MacMath and the Sharon Honow
String Band
BobSteinandtheTopOrawerString Band
Robin Warner
RuffwaterStringBand

6p.m.to7a.m

Forsythe Junior HighSchool
1655Newport Road
Ann Arbor. Michigan

Bandsandcallersinclude·

(see map)

Light refreshments win be availab le for pur·
chase.Achangeolshirtsishandyandwelcome
ifyoudanceallnight

Tickets and T ·shirt vouchers ordered in ad ·
vance win be mailed only if you include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope- otherwise
theywillbeheldatthedoor.

Gold !·shirts carrying the 1st Annual Dawn
Dance logo on the front of this brochure can
be ordered with your tickets. They win be 50%
couon-50% polyester and win not shrink.
Limitedquantit iesoftheshirtswill be available
Tickets may also be purchased at the door
or at these outlets

Dance Plann ing Committee

Has sponsored a regularbegmning clogging class
and publishes a dance calendar. Hopes to spon sorworkshopsinrhefurure

-Elderly instruments
-School Kids Records
- Herb David's

E. lansing
Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor

UM FolkloreSocietv

Squares are familiar to us all as a four
oouple dance with recurring figures or steps
donebyeachcoupleinturn.

Sponsors monthlycontradancesthroughoutthe
school year and durmg the summer

Contras are similar to squares, bvt per·
formed in two oppos ing lines formed by s•xor
more couples

Sponsors Annual Ann Arbor Folk Festival.

All dances are "walked "" through once
before they are danced. so you need not bean
expert to participate and enjoy yourself. Couple
dances, such as waltzes, polkas and schottisches
areinterspersedwiththesets
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Cobbleuone Country Dancers

A 19th cenwry dance performance group
Sponsors monthly comra dances.
A nn Arbor Friends o f Traditional Music

Affllialed with rheUM Folklore Society

Contact·

Cindy 313662·9325
Martha or Sharlene
313662·1642
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Traditional Dance Camps Form
The formation of dance camps with traditional dance underpinnings signaled the next plateau of interest and
participation in contra dances. Of note are the Recreation and Education Leaders Camps that were in place: Great
Lakes Rec Lab Camps which have been conducted around the state and the Central Michigan University Education
Leaders Labs organized by Carole Howard and conducted on Beaver Island. The events sponsored by these groups
included square and contra dances as part of their broader programs. The following dance camps were focused on
traditional dancing, with a goodly portion being contras.
• Michigan Dance Heritage Fall Camp. This camp was conceived at Berea Christmas Country Dance School
(Kentucky) in December 1986 by Peter Baker, Jean Gal, Glen Morningstar and Jonathan Robie. This foursome
brought their idea to a gathering of Michigan traditional dance leaders in May 1987.
With the hearty support of many leaders from across the state, the first camp
3nf 52tnnau[
Micfiigan 'Dance
ran September 25-27, 1987 at YWCA Camp Cavell, near Lexington. Peter
eritaJle 'Weel(end Baker and Glen Morningstar were the first co-coordinators with Ema-Lynne
5eptem6er 22 - 24, 1989
Bogue, John Comerford, Jan Coray, Sheila Diamond, Susan Glidden, Joan
Camp Cave[(
Hellmann and Laura Stein co-coordinating in following years. Both national
Lqington, :Michigan
and local callers and musicians fill the slate, with attendance typically at 170.
• Wheatland Dance Camp. The Wheatland Music Organization launched their first dance camp
Memorial weekend, 1989 at their Remus homestead. Beginning in 1982, Wheatland provided
Friday evening square and contra dances on their dance stage as part of their annual Wheatland
Festival. This followed informal contra dancing in the campgrounds that started in the 1970's.
Jan Fowler and John Van Voorhees were their first callers. The Community Education Committee (Pamela Burke, Jo McLachlan, Randy Rickert, Kris Stableford and Lola Tyler) organized
their first Memorial Day Weekend Dance Camp, and all but Randy continue the planning today.
Their programs have been extensive, from clogging, cajun, rapper sword, contras, squares and swing
to Native American and Maypole dancing. Attendance at this camp has grown to 600 participants and staff.
• Michigan Dance Heritage Spring Camp. With long wait lists signalling a demand far
greater than MDH Fall Camp capacity, Jan Coray from Holland and Jean Gal from
Kalamazoo blossomed the thought of conducting a dance camp of similar structure in the
southwest portion of the state. They worked with Patrick Scholten and David Strong from
Grand Rapids to gather other dancers and dance leaders from their area to create a second
MDH camp in the spring of the year. The first MDH Spring Camp was held April 24-26,
1992 at Battle Creek Outdoor Education Center, in Dowling. It was an immediate success
with Jan Coray and Jean Gal as co-coordinators of the first camp. Susan Ashley, David
Baur, Amy Cherry, Patrick Scholten and Len Schwartz were co-coordinators in following
years. Both national and local callers and musicians fill the slate, with attendance typically at 170.
Jean Gal

Michigan Dance Heritage (Incorporated), formed from the energy of the two dance
camps, is in place today to support outreach activities to bring traditional dancing to
Michigan communities. Peter Baker and Nina Scheider are current co-coordinators.

• "Between the Bays" Dance Camp. This camp began in July 1997 on the campus of Northwestern Michigan
College in Traverse City. It was organized by Henry Morgenstein, who also did a majority of the calling at the launch.
Music was provided by local Michigan musicians. Henry has expanded this camp to include both local and nationally
known callers and bands, and has moved it to August. In 1999 it grew to a week in length; it's the first full dance
week in Michigan. Contra dances comprise a significant portion of the program, which also includes squares and
English country dance.
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As We Swung Into the '90's:
• In Oakland County, a group of dancers eager to
provide dancing to local dance gypsies gathered in
Birmingham in early 1990 to plan their first offering.
Tom Allen, Marilyn Clancy, Steve Derderian, Paula
Keller, Ernie Schmutz, Wally Szumny and Mary
Sugrue organized as the Oakland County Traditional
Dance Society (OCTDS) and started a second
Sunday dance led by Glen Morningstar. Music was
provided by Aunt Lu and the Oakland County Allstars (Brad Battey Jr. on fiddle, Judi Morningstar on
piano and Sharon Robinson on hammered dulcimer).
In 1991 a second dance, held on fourth Saturday
evenings, was added and utilized a variety of local
and national callers and bands. The Southfield Civic
A dance at the Southfield Civic Center, hosted by OCTDS
Center was its location for many years, with a
subsequent move to All Saints Church in Pontiac.
The second Sunday dance was brought to a close in 1997 and the group moved its Saturday dance to First Baptist Church in
Royal Oak. Larry Kaufman is the current OCTDS President and John Newsome leads the programming today with Michigan callers and bands, and occasional groups from nearby states. They have expanded to hosting sometimes two Saturday
night dances each month, where typically half or more of the dances are contras.
• In South Haven, a small but dedicated group, coordinated by Kristin Hay, holds their regular dances at the South
Haven Center for the Arts. This gathering started as dance classes followed by a public dance with Jean and Martin
Gal's leadership in the early 1990's. In 1993 they received monetary support from Michigan Dance Heritage to
continue in that format. In 1994 Jan Coray began leading the classes and calling for their dances and today calling is
done by Jan Coray and Pam Rups. Their early music was provided by Fidgety Digits and David and Bobbie Rastall.
The Brook Farm String Band provides the majority of their music today.
• In Ann Arbor, a Gender Free Contra Dance series began on October 15, 1995 at the Michigan Union Ballroom.
Joseph Pimentel led the organization of this series using gender designations developed by Chris Ricciotti from
Boston. Erna-Lynne Bogue called the first dance and the Contrapreneurs provided the music. Along the way, the
dancing moved to the Michigan League Ballroom, Ann Arbor Friends' Meeting House and in 1998 moved to the
Pittsfield Grange on third Sundays. Additional callers have been Peter Baker, Susan English, Becky Hill, Edna Poore
and Don Theyken. Bands have included Steve and Cherie Whalen, David West and Donna Baird, and the
Contratones. In 1998, John Legge became the primary coordinator of the dances.
• In Mecosta County, the Wheatland Music Organization spun from the success of their contra and square dancing
at their annual Wheatland Festival to begin monthly traditional square and contra dances. They ran pilot dances in
1986 and 1996, and swung into regular monthly dances starting in the fall of 1998. Their first pilot was in the Wesley
Foundation building on the Central Michigan University campus where the Silver String Serenaders (aka Silver String
Trio) played their early music. Tom T. Ball, Dave Husic and Nathan Myers launched the Silver String Serenaders, and
Dave Ross came on board when Dave Husic relocated from the area. Today, the Gladys Wernette Classroom building
in Remus is the WMO dance gathering place. They enlist area callers that include Jan Fowler, Carole Howard and
Edna Poore, and bands that include The Hayseeds (Marty Abbott, Mark Boughner and Dave Leonard), The Rhythm
Billies (Bruce Bauman, Bruce Gartner, Rick Hammond and John Hatton) and musicians Mark Baumann, Jack Freeman and Susie and Glynn Russell.
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World's Longest Contra Line Takes the Guinness
A significant event in the '90's which fm1her elevated
awareness of contra dancing in Michigan was
AACTMAD's "Dancing in the Streets" conducted on
September 6, 1998 on Main Street in Ann Arbor. This
event was the brainchild of Debbie Jackson with the
organizing and planning chaired by Peter Baker. Many
performing groups, dance bands and callers joined in to
involve the businesses and residents of the city in dancing.
They teamed up with the Main Street Area Association
and the Kiwanis, and involved the Mayor of Ann Arbor,
Ingrid Sheldon. One of the challenges of this event was to
form the world's longest contra line and indeed it was
accomplished. AACTMAD now holds the Guinness
record of 806 dancers in a contra line. Calling the contra
"Where Else but Ann Arbor" were Peter Baker (author)
and Ingrid Sheldon, mayor 16 •

Festivals With Contra Dancing

A view of the Workd's Longest Contra Line

Beginning in the 1970's and through the 1990's, many
music, song and dance festivals across Michigan not yet mentioned have included a segment of contra dancing in their
programs. These festivals include the Ann Arbor Festival of Folk Song and Dance in Ann Arbor, Blissfest Music and
Arts Festival in Bliss, Hiawatha Traditional Music Festival in Marquette, North Country Folk Festival in Ironwood,
The Original Dulcimer Players Club Summer Fun Fest in Evart, Southern Michigan Dulcimer Festival in Marshall
and Hastings, the Spirit of the Woods Festival in Brethren, and the Looking Glass Music and Arts Festival in Lansing.

Managing the Sound
With the many one-nighters, weekly, monthly and annual dances
over the years, the caller's and musician's friend has steadfastly been
the sound engineers including Tom Allen, Mark DePree, Bruce
Evans, Dave Chapman, Anne Clayton, Steve Derderian, Garth
Gerber, Phil Good-Elliot, Peter Groblicki, Dave Hoekje, Damian
Kiska, Roger Kohlenberger, Hanno Meingast, Don McCoy, John
Newsome, Roger Plaxton, Tom Radcliffe, Richard Raymond, Terry
Richards, Phil Strong, Wayne Swick, and Don Theyken.

The Next Generation of Contra Dance Callers
Sound Guys: Don Theyken, Terry Richards
Damian Kiska, Phil Good-Elliot

And who are the newer dance leaders who have joined the calling
community to carry the contra dance torch into the new millennium?
They include:

• Tom Allen from Royal Oak who began calling contras following a John Freeman caller's workshop, continues
calling today in and around southeastern Michigan and Ohio.
• Mike Clark, who followed Jean Gal as the principal contra dance caller for Country Dancing in Kalamazoo.
• Jan Coray who has turned the bill of her hat from organizer to caller, and leads the dances for the Allegan Woods
Folk Arts Cooperative in Holland.
• Susan English who has kept the focus on involving young people and families in contra dancing in the Ann Arbor
and Toledo areas, leading a third Friday dance called "Balance and Swing" at Pittsfield Grange. Susan has also started
teaching at week-long and weekend dance camps around the country.
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• David Glick, moving from Midland to Novi and calling dances for OCTDS and
as well around the state, and leading dances at camps in Kentucky and Virginia.
• Phil Good-Elliott joining Jen-y Hickman and Rob Monroe to grow the calling
circle in Midland at the Community Center with Tom Reinecke waiting in the wings.
• Dan Gorno from Central Lake, first starting to call in the late 1980's, began
regular calling in the early 1990's for dances in Traverse City and Harbor Springs.
Dan, percussionist for the New Five Cents band as well, has recently expanded his
calling territory to include Ellsworth and Grand Rapids.
• Karen Missavage from Ann Arbor, continuing to introduce newly-forming
bands to new halls to teach new dancers. Many groups have benefited from her
pioneering spirit and discoveries. She calls in the Ann Arbor area, having led a
number of dance series in Livonia, Westland, Plymouth, and Ypsilanti.
• Joseph Pimentel, now based in Columbus, Ohio, continuing to call at Pittsfield
Grange in Ann Arbor. In addition to calling, Joseph is recognized for starting
gender-free contra dancing in Ann Arbor in the mid 1990's. Most recently the
gender-free contra dances are sponsored by AACTMAD/AARC, and are held at
Pittsfield Grange. Many Ann Arbor area bands provide the music for this series.
Susan English, Steve Gold

• Edna Poore from Lansing, following the suggestion of Jan Holland to lead
dances, has been calling for the Looking Glass Music and A1ts Association dances in Lansing and the Wheatland
dances in Remus.
• Dave Sebolt from Ann Arbor, calling dances in the Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti area and expanding as well into Ohio
with a Toledo contra and square dance series and the occasional trip to Cleveland.
• Jim Tait of Canton, who as a veteran of 36 years of one-night stands, now introduces communities to contra
dancing in his square and round dance programs.
• Sandy Vielmo, moving from dancer to caller from 1994 through 1998 in Ann Arbor. Sandy launched the fourth
Friday contra dance at the Pittsfield Grange in Ann Arbor in 1995.

The Next Generation of Contra Dance Bands
And who are the new bands who have joined the musical community to provide contra dance music for the callers and
dancers moving into the new millenium? They include:
• Any String Goes from the Royal Oak area blossoming in 1996 with the need of caller Tom Allen for a traveling
contra dance band. Their members are Tom Allen, Sue
Tanner and Jonathan Werner-Allen. They play in the southeastern Michigan and northern Ohio areas.
• Veterans now since 1990, Aunt Lu and the Oakland
County Allstars (described under OCTDS) continuing to
play for contra dances and dance camps in Michigan,
Kentucky, Canada and Denmark. In the past two years, Brad,
Judi and Sharon have been heavily involved in one-nighters
introducing new Michigan social and education communities to high energy contra dance music.

The ephermeral Aunt Lu (shown at right) and the Oakland
County All-Stars: Sharon, Brad, and Judi
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• The Bandaloop Doctors from the Lansing area, playing
for contra and square dances in lower Michigan from 1990
through 1998. Their old-timey sound was presented by Rick
Hammond on banjo, Jan Holland on guitar, Dave Langdon
on fiddle, and Edna Poore on guitar and mandolin. You
would often find them playing with Jan calling.
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• The Brook Farm String Band stepping forth in Kalamazoo
in 1990 to play in Kalamazoo, South Haven, Holland and
Grand Rapids. Their original members were Jim Cooper, Kent
and Debra Fisher, Jeff Moorehouse, Spike Owen and Sharon
Wood. They've also played for Civil War re-enactment balls
around the state. Their current members are Vivian Burrows
and Kent and Debra Fisher, and these days they are back at the
Oshtemo Grange Hall with Country Dancing in Kalamazoo.
• Contrafusion, playing for the Grand Rapids, Holland and
Kalamazoo areas from 1992-1998 started with members Amy
Hertel on fiddle, Bobbie Rastall on piano, David Rastall on
bodhran and hammered dulcimer and Dave Sibley on fiddle.
Adger Williams also joined the group as a fiddler for two
years.
• The Contratones formed in 1992 with Kathy Gravlin,
Debbie Jackson, Cheri and Steve Whalen creating a blend of
swing, vintage and 3 and 4 part harmonies. They were skilled
in working with other invited musicians, including Mamie Rachmiel on flute, who were "a Contratone for a night."
Kathy, Debbie and Cheri are the current group members.
The Brook Farm String Band performing at Charlton
Park Village near Hastings.

• The Ethnic Connection, Ralph Katz on clarinet and tin whistle, Nan Nelson on mandolin, guitar and bass, David
Owens on accordion and piano, Carol Palms on violin and bass, delighting dancers with their Balkan and Klezmer style
polished since 1988 and introduced to contra dancing in Ann Arbor in 1999.
• The Fogcutters, Dave Eggebrecht, Mike Kemnitzer, Tom Sanderson and John Warstler forming in 1995 and
bringing their old-timey sound with a twist of Celtic to Traverse City area contra dance groups.
• Golden Griffon Stringtet from the
Livonia area performing in Michigan and
Ohio since 1991, began playing for contra
dances in 1993 at the request of Jim Tait
from Redford (now Canton). Their instruments include bass, guitar, fiddle and
hammered dulcimer played by Bob Ewald,
Renzo (Lawrence) Hutchinson and Jim and
Loretta McKinney

The Golden Griffon Stringtet: Jim, Renzo, Lora, and Bob

• Jive at Five carrying their "swing"
influence to the contra dance community,
and starting to play for contra and square
dances in mid-Michigan in 1992. The
Wheatland Music Organization provided the
environment for their early playing. Tom T.
Ball, David Raffenaud, David Ross, Mark
Schrock, Jack Wilkin and Frank Youngman
continue their swingin' sound to this day.

• Joyous Noise, which was originally formed in 1989 by members of the Paint Creek Folklore Society as a musical
outreach to nursing homes and churches in the Rochester area, sharing their music with the contra dance community
in the 1990's. Jenni Burke and Dotty Decker have been their leaders over the years, and they have had 18 members
participate with them along the way. Rochester/Livonia is their base of operation. Jim Coon, Shel Decker and Joann
Shulte have been their core members.
continued
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• Lakefront Property forming in the summer of 1990
in Ann Arbor. While their focus was English country
dance tunes, they played for contra dances as well from
1991 through 1996. Their original members were Greg
Meisner, Nawal Motawi and Sterling Slosek with
Linda Hunter, Betsy Lyons McCabe, Michael Shelata,
Phil Stoll and Connie Major Williams joining through
the years. They played mostly in Ann Arbor with
additional dances in Plymouth and Toledo, including
Susan English's Toledo contra dance series.
• The New Balance Stringband, consisting of
bandleader Bill O'Connor, Cheri Neal and Debbie
Jackson playing in the early 1990's at places such as
the Michigan Union and Methodist Church basement
dances in Ann Arbor. While Cheri was finishing
university studies in Toronto, Steve Whalen joined the
group and they became the Streetwise Stringband.

Joyous Noise

• New Five Cents from the Traverse City area evolving from the jamming of Fred Johnson and Joe Bottenhom in
1990 to the five piece old-time band they are today. Their members today are Joe Bottenhorn on guitar, Dave
Eggebrecht on fiddle and guitar, Dan Garno on spoons and percussion, Bob Saddler on fiddle and John Warstler
(originally from the Boreal Stringband in Marquette) on banjo, mandolin and guitar. Through the years, Bill VanLiere
on mandolin and octave mandolin played in New Five Cents as well.
• Nutshell, a "Celtic roots band" playing traditional music of Ireland, Scotland and Cape Breton, together since the
early 1990's. With their informal start of playing for dancing for schoolchildren they expanded to begin playing for
contra dances at the call of Susan English in 1997. Their members are Kay Brown on hammered dulcimer and Celtic
harp, John Lloyd on guitar, Tom Voiles on flute, sitar and uilleann pipes and Linda Wantuck on percussion.
• Peacemeal, Dale and Maureen Scott from Harbor Springs, enlisting Alice Clayton and others to round out the
music they have been providing for callers such as Jan Fowler and Pat Hoekje in the Traverse City and Harbor
Springs area. Dale playing guitar and Maureen playing fiddle and hammered dulcimer.
• A Perfect Match launching their musical
combination at the Ann Arbor Dawn Dance in
1998 as an English country dance band, and
shortly thereafter including contra dance tunes.
Their repertoire ranges from traditional New
England and Celtic, through syncopated jazz
and klezmer tunes, to original compositions.
Founding members are Anne Ogren on fiddle
and viola, Tim Francek on bass, Michael
Shelata on keyboard, Helen White on flute and
whistles and Connie Major Williams on mandolin and recorders 17 • With the departure of
Helen, new members are LeAnn Eriksson
Guyton on flute and whistles and Eric Arnold
on viol.

Nutshell: Tom, Linda, John, and Kay
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Members of the Pittsfield Open Band play for a Halloween dance.

• The Pittsfield Open Band (originally the Ann Arbor Open Band) starting in the early 1990's under the umbrella of
AACTMAD. Jon Galia, Linda Hunter, Del;>bie Jackson, John Lesko, Greg Meisner, Dave Orlin were some of the early
musicians who provided a forum for people seeking to leam how to play dance tunes. In the fall of 1995, the group
began meeting monthly, and over time have come to meet twice per month. They played for Ann Arbor dances once
or twice per year through much of the 1990's. In 1998 they expanded to playing in East Lansing, Plymouth and Royal
Oak as well. They're led by a core group of Tim Francek, Jon Galia, Glenn Lee, John Lesko, Sylvia Lewis and Karen
Missavage who provide the foundation for the larger group that numbers as many as 25 for a dance.
• The Raisin Pickers launching in 1989 to provide music for the Manchester area and playing for contra dances
beginning in the early 1990's. Their founding members were Bill Farmer, Mike Gleason, Mark and Carol Palms and
Gary Reynolds, with David Mosher and James Sneyd joining the group along the way. They're widely known for
their old-timey dance tunes and songs with clawhammer banjo as one of their featured instruments. They've released
a number of recordings, and have
performed at folk festivals and at
Branson, MO. They host an annual
holiday family gathering for caroling and dancing called "Mistletoe
Stomp." Current members are
David, Mark and Carol.

Silver Strings Dulcimer Society, with Tom Allen calling.
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• Sandy River Belle playing traditional music for family dances in the Ann Arbor area since the mid-1990's. They
began playing more for contra dances in 1998, including "Dancing in the Streets 1999." Their music runs the gamut
from Appalachian fiddle tunes to performance art songs with a Cajun Creole gumbo flavor. Their members have
included Sandy Hofferth, Sid Rosenberg, and Mark Williams.
• Serendipity providing contra dance music for the southeast
Michigan area from 1992 through 1994. Their members, Tom
Allen, Linda Hunter, and Michael Shelata sprung from their start to
join or form additional contra dance music groups.
• The Silver Strings Dulcimer Society of Garden City occasionally expanding its bi-monthly sharing/teaching venues to provide a
dance band for local contra dance callers.
• The Starry Night Ramblers (Bill and Cindy O'Connor) with a
long tradition of playing for contra dances. Bill started with John
Gomon, David Orlin and Greg Ross as the Reed City Stringband.
Reed City evolved into the Rambler Americans and then Li'l
The Starry Night Ramblers: Kim, Bill, and Cindy
Pegheads as Jim Mullanney joined. In 1992 the Starry Night
Ramblers emerged with Bill, Cindy and Kim Murley playing the tunes.
• Tanglemere, bringing a Celtic sound with a twist of oldtime to the Traverse City area contra dance communities.
Forming in the Summer of 1999, their members are Dan
Gomo on bones and drums, Bob Saddler on fiddle, Ellen
Van Laar on keyboard and viola, Bill Van Liere on guitar,
mandolin and octave mandolin and Shelly Van Liere on
flute and penny whistle. They first launched their sound at
the Doongrass Festival in Empire in 1999.
• Three's a Crowd, Jody Heuschkel on piano, Jim
Urquhart on guitar and Karen Urquhart on hammered
dulcimer playing for the Grand Rapids area square and
contra dances beginning in 1997.
Three's A Crowd: Jody, Jim, and Karen

And Then•••
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.9Luto6iograpliies
TontAUen

I became interested in dancing and music in grade school in the
1950's. We did square dancing in school and took ballroom dancing at
a local community center. During this time I also played trumpet in the
school band. Later in high school I studied classical guitar. I abandoned music and dancing for a while but then started folk and contra
dancing in the mid 1980's. A workshop on calling contra dances led
by John Freeman gave me a chance to learn to call. The first dance I
called was at a New Years Eve Party sponsored by Karen Missavage.
Since then I have called many dances in the Midwest and continue to
do so today, for one-night dances with mostly beginners.
I have written several contra dances. In 1990 a group of dancers
including myself founded the Oakland Country Traditional Dance Society. I have also played in several dance bands.
My nephew Jon Werner-Allen, Sue Tanner, and I formed a small band, AnyString Goes, which played for several
years. I currently play with Joyous Noise.
Along the way many musicians, callers, and dance leaders influenced and supported me including Dotty Decker,
Sue Tanner, Karen Missavage, Susan English, John Freeman, and Glen Morningstar. Thanks to them and others for
their kind help.
Peter J. Baker

I first danced squares at Bangor Township Hall near Bay City in junior high school.
After that, I didn't participate in community dance again until I started doing Western
squares in the early 1980's. About 1983 I went with Jerry and Marlene Hickman to a
day-long event at a mall in Rochester featuring different dance styles. After an English
Country Dancing demo with Glen Morningstar, I was hooked. One week later I was at
Kentucky Summer Dance School, a week-long dance camp held at Midway College in
Kentucky.
Later, I learned my great grandfather had been a dance leader and musician in
Montrose - he used to hold jams in the kitchen and granny would move out the dining
room furniture and roll up the rug so people could dance. I hope to carry on that tradition.
The Hickmans, Karen Demers, and I started the Midland Country Dance Society. We
had no one to lead dances, so Jerry and I learned to call, starting about 1984. Before
moving to Ann Arbor, I danced and called in Midland and in Kentucky, Ohio, Texas, and
as far away as Denmark. I have been a part of Michigan Dance Heritage since its inception, and I have been on staff at
Michigan Dance Heritage camps and Kentucky Summer Dance School.
I regularly call the Cobblestone dance with Robin Warner on the third Saturday of every month at Pittsfield Grange in
Ann Arbor. Starting in January 1998 on the fourth Fridays, the Contrapreneurs and I began a regular advanced dance
series. I was involved in the alternate Tuesday night series of English/Contra dances, and in 1997 I coordinated the Ann
Arbor Dawn Dance Committee.
I also call dances for weddings and church gatherings, where I provide opportunities for non-dancers to pat1icipate in
an evening of community dance, in the flavor of what I believe my great grandfather Asil Goff probably did in his
community.
Dancing is a great way to get exercise, be with, and touch people in a safe atmosphere. It's a way to build community without getting the social workers and planners together to make it a task. It is one of the best intergenerational
activities that I know. I party when I dance and attempt to carry that energy into an evening's dance.
I balance my dance passion with my other enthusiasm, massage.
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Erna-Lynne Bogue
I was introduced to traditional dance at International House on the University of
Chicago campus at the age of 13, and quickly fell in love with the intricate steps,
lively music and tremendous variety both of the people and the dances from around
the world. When I got to college- just after go-go boots and before Yellow Submarine - folk dancing was a major part of my social life.
Bored one night on Christmas vacation, I decided to try this odd-sounding thing,
"English Country Dancing." Pat Talbot gave me the traditional warm welcome,
partners of all sorts were plentiful, the music (though recorded) was beautiful. I still
love international folk dance, but the combination of community and intricate figures
won me from my first love. A few years later, with Pat no longer leading the group
and several people graduating, I was asked - along with another dancer - to be
leaders. Our qualifications? We had learned which name went with which dance.
A quick trip to the Pinewoods dance camp opened my eyes to how big the world
of English and contra dance could be. Live music! Modem dances! Workshops on calling- not just giving instructions,
but how to create a mood, an evening, help people have fun! At my first practice session, I called "down the hall" and
forgot to say "and back," so the dancers dutifully went out the pavilion, down the beach and into the lake. Not a lesson
I'd forget soon.
In the next few years, I learned to call English and contras, founded the Windy City Women's Morris, and played
with the band Mole in the Ground. AI Olson moved to Chicago from Boston, and his sharp but accurate criticism was
challenging and helpful. That's when the traveling began- to the Marlboro Ale, to play at dances around the midwest,
then to the New England Folk Festival (NEFFA).
I had not been in Michigan a week, in the summer of 1984, when I received a note from Don Theyken- a total
stranger - welcoming me to town; he heard about my move from someone at Pinewoods. In the next few months, he
introduced me to the other callers and musicians and invited me to help lead the English dance class he was just beginning. A little while later, Bob Stein asked me to share calling at the Ten Pound Fiddle contra dance; and from there,
things just took off.
I found organizing events to be almost as much fun as calling, and became involved with the Country Dance and
Song Society (CDSS). For several years, I found myself calling at least once a week, and getting opportunities to
experience dance communities around the midwest, from Florida to Boston and as far west as Juneau, Alaska. A
workshop with Bruce Hamilton was an awakening to another way of looking at calling, and I became interested in
teaching calling and dance choreography.
Besides all the great fun and wonderful people, dance calling challenged me in very personal ways. For years, I
was ambitious- "I sure wish I would get asked to call at ... " When I looked at the callers who WERE being asked to
call at ... well, I could see what they did that was different from myself. At first, it was basic skills. But soon, the
challenge was one of personal change and growth. Genny Shimer, one of my first calling teachers at Pinewoods, used
to say, "if the dance isn't going well, either you picked the wrong dance or you presented it poorly." For years, I didn't
want to
believe that. When I finally took it as an axiom, then I had to ask, "what made me pick that dance?" or "what was
poor about my presentation?" As a therapist would say, that put "a lot of my own stuff in my face." The choice was
deal with it, or stay stuck. It has been an exciting and surprising journey, whether measured in thousands of miles,
hundreds of friends around the country, or personal growth.
During the last few years, I've been calling less, and writing fewer dances. I did finally get my Ph.D. finished, and
became involved in a different type of "traditional music" community - a Benedictine monastery. Imagine: a group of
people who get together four times a day to sing, who never get tired of melodies and words that have been preserved
for hundreds of years. Keep your eyes open for more new dances from me - some of these tunes have great potential!
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Mike Clark
There may have been traditional square dances in St. Marys, the small Ohio town
where I grew up, but I was not aware of any. My introduction to dancing was through a
favorite eighth grade teacher, Alma Kuffner, who taught us some squares one time at
an evening party out in the country. It was just a bunch of early teenagers dancing to
records, but it was enough to show me this was something I could get into.
Then at Oberlin.there was a folk dance unit in gym class, occasional folk dance
parties at the dorm, and a folk dance workshop taught by Maryann Herman (I think).
These experiences were all completely fun for me, and after moving to Ann Arbor, I
joined up with the vibrant folk dance scene that was so active there in the late sixties.
Moving on to Kalamazoo I found the dance scene more limited, and after a while it
fizzled (or maybe I did), leading to a nondancing hiatus of a few years. Things rekindled around 1984 when I found a new folk dance group in Kalamazoo, and then
around 1987 my folk dance buddies got me to attend a contra dance at the Oshtemo
Grange. I had a wonderful time as a newcomer, I was wowed by the live music of
Annie and Barclay Shilliday's band, and that one experience hooked me on contra dancing. I've been involved ever
since, in a big way.
Beyond Kalamazoo, I've traveled with friends to many nearby dances, especially in Holland and Lansing, and
gone greater distances for dance weekends and summer dance weeks. For a couple of years this was all as a dance
"consumer," but around 1990 Jean and Martin Gal held a calling workshop for local dancers, and after that I started a
slow process of more active involvement as a caller. I learn well by listening and watching, and many folks have been
influential, without their even necessarily knowing it, in showing me things about dance leadership. Beyond the Gals,
other Michigan models have been Erna-Lynne Bogue, Bob Stein, Jan Holland, and the three editors of this book. And
my local dance buddies Matt Troskey, Pam Rups, and Jan Coray were all wonderful to learn from as we organized
and led dances together over the years. Beyond Michigan, I've attended many great dance events at places such as the
Kentucky Summer Dance School, the Augusta Heritage Workshops, the CDSS camps at Buffalo Gap, the Swannanoa
Gathering, and the John C. Campbell Folk School, and have learned a lot from observing (and in some cases being
coached by) folks like Ted Sannella, Bill Alkire, George Marshall, Chris Ricciotti, John Krumm, Roger Diggle, Larry
Edelman, Kathy Anderson, Ron Buchanan, Phil Jamison, and Bob Dalsemer.
Pam Rups is responsible for my joining the musician ranks. For a while her fiddle was the sole instrument at our
local English country dances. Then she recruited me to take up piano again, and we were joined also by Kent Fisher
playing fiddle, Deborah Fisher on concertina, and then Vivian Burrows on guitar. At some point we coalesced as
Thorn Among the Roses, and we are the regular band at our monthly English dances. Kent, Deborah, and Vivian are
the Brook Farm String Band, as well, and occasionally they've invited my participation on piano.
I've only written a few dances. Some came from an impulse to build on a nifty bit of choreography from someone
else's dance. Others filled a need to find a way to teach something efficiently.
My life has certainly been much enriched by traditional music and dance in many ways. I'm grateful for the opportunities, and for the wonderful music and dance community so evident in Michigan and across the country.

Jan Holland
I attended my first contra dance in June 1978 after my friends Ron and Jan Fowler had tried it the month before
and described having a fantastic time. I was hooked. These were the days of the MSU Union Parlors and then the
ballroom with 20 people or so at the first dance and 200 attending in its heyday. Around 1983 I told Jan Fowler that I
wanted to try and call some dances. She gave me six simple ones and said to put on a record; the "trial by fire"
approach. For a couple of years I would call just one dance whenever Jan called. When Fowlers moved to northern
Michigan, I had to quickly get a little more serious and started sharing the calling for a portion of the dances. (This is
why Looking Glass has more guest callers.) Eventually I became competent and have enjoyed calling ever since.
I especially enjoy doing beginning dances where people are discovering how wonderful traditional dancing can be.
I play guitar and call in the band the Bandaloop Doctors with Edna Poore, Dave Langdon and Rick Hammond. I feel
that clear, concise teaching is very important and that having fun should be the goal.
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Rich MacMath
In the early and mid-1970s I began folk, square, and contra dancing while a U of M
student in Ann Arbor. I danced my first contra dance in the basement of Xanadu Co-op
with Dave Teitelbaum calling and the Sharon Hollow String Band playing tunes. When, in
1976, no dance caller was available for a barn dance party at the farm where I was living
with five others near Chelsea, I volunteered, learning at first from books and recordings. I
began calling square and circle dances at other barn dances, parties, and weddings, and
learned to call contra dances shortly thereafter. Later I further developed my calling skills
through dance camps, caller's workshops, and vocal training.
While residing in Ann Arbor, I helped organize and participated in a number of dance
events and organizations, including the Ann Arbor Dawn Dance, the Second Saturday
Grange Dance, the Paul Bunyan Ball and the Starcross Cloggers performing group. I also
called dances for many dance events in Lansing, Travserse City, and throughout the Great
Lakes area.
Now living with my family in Austin, Texas since 1990, I call regularly for the weekly dance hosted by the Austin
Bam Dancers and the monthly Austin Contra Dance, and have participated in special dance events throughout the
state. My current special interests are composing dances, calling traditional and western square dances, and participating in family dance events.

Karen Missavage
My first contra dance was in 1981, on Halloween in Missoula, Montana. A bike
shop buddy kept inviting me to dances; his housemate, Jim X. Borzym, was the host
and caller. What a thrill! Good friends and brand new ones, great music (Sandy
Bradley & the Small Wonder String Band were visiting from Seattle). Even a few
costumes. I was hooked!
Here in Michigan, I became a regular at the DCDS St. Timothy's dances, and
then discovered the Lovett Hall series. When I started commuting to Ann Arbor and
Lansing dances every Saturday night, I knew this was chronic. Moving to Baltimore,
MD for a couple of years in the mid-80's exposed me to fancy dress balls, several
big-name East coast bands and callers, and the wonderful setting of Glen Echo Park.
I planned my visits "home" around the Lovett Hall dance schedule.
After a few years, I discovered that I had a knack for recalling the dance figures, as
well as helping beginners get through the set of maneuvers when the caller ceased
prompting. I'd also experienced the joys and challenges of organizing dances, having worked on the Ann Arbor Dawn
Dance and New Year's Eve dances, and Don Theyken's birthday dance. And for a while I edited the AACTMAD Dance
Calendar. As there seemed to be a plethora of callers in Ann Arbor, I planned my stage debut to coincide with a move to
Ohio. That never transpired, but John Freeman's two-session new caller workshop gave me the impetus I needed. The
Oakland County Traditional Dance Society invited me to do a guest tip in November 1990, and a few weeks later I was
organizing a New Year's Eve dance at the Botsford Inn, featuring several of my "classmates" from the workshop.
(Several of the folks who made their dance calling debuts at that event are still actively calling, including Susan English,
Tom Allen, and Steve Gold.)
The following year I was cajoled into leading an adult education series in Livonia. What a workout! What do you
do when you've completed two walk-throughs, and suddenly a dozen high school kids join the set? When you get
50% more of one gender month after month? When the band asks that you attend their rehearsals, and select the
tunes? I learned a lot that year! I learned some more during the winter of 1998, when I led a series of contra workshops for Northville's Single Place. Those classes have brought us at least five enthusiastic new dancers.
My fondest contribution to the dance scene is locating new places to have dances, specializing in halls that are
huge and well-ventilated. I discovered, and hosted the inaugural events at, Ypsilanti's Freighthouse and Riverside Arts
Center, Wixom Finn Camp, Royal Oak Senior Center, Farmington's Finnish Center, Plymouth's air-conditioned
Masonic Hall, Livonia's Rosedale Gardens Presbyterian Church, Northville's recreation center, and Southfield's St.
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Ives Church. I persuaded Ypsilanti's New Year Jubilee celebration to include a contra dance, which has turned out to
be one of its most popular events. And recently I passed along their new location, Royal Oak's First Baptist Church,
to OCTDS.
I also get a thrill out of staging dances with an addedje ne sais quoi- participation on the floor, or perhaps, grand
events that include a contra dance. The Vernal Equinox Ball came to southeast Michigan in the spring of 1990 - an
astounding floral spectacle, with colorful ceiling streamers, flower garlands and trimmings on every surface, and a
sumptuous repast of refreshments. The dancers turned out in everything from lovely dresses to Hawaiian shirts, some
color-coordinated. Ypsilanti's Heritage Festival often has a dance on the street in historic Depot Town. One summer I
ran Contra Alfresco, a series of almost-outdoor dances. I usually schedule a dance on the 5th Saturdays. Because I'm
self-employed, I'm often the available caller for scouts, school groups, singles weekends, bam raisings, house parties,
chili cook-offs, harvest fests, hay rides, and other private functions. This is richly rewarding-for many participants,
it's their first exposure to contras. I try to make it a good one! Lately I've become the favored caller for a regiments of
Civil War re-enactors. We do a few period dances, but they bring their own styles-the emphasis is on fun!
One of my proudest accomplishments is providing a little boost to get a talented group of musicians going as
contra dance bands. Joyous Noise, Golden Griffon, Serendipity, Pittsfield Open Band, Kindred Spirits, and the Silver
Strings Dulcimer Society have all been spotlighted at my dances. Another is coordinating schedules and projects
among various groups and organizers. I come up with a wacky idea, suggest it to a group, and we' re off and running.
DCDS teamed up with the Paint Creek Folklore Society to co-host a Sadie Hawkins dance. Promoters of summer or
special dances try to synchronize our watches beforehand.
My style of calling is gentle guidance: persuasively maintaining confidence and good humor for all. If we're
blessed with lots of newcomers, extra gender, or whatever, I try to use that to our mutual advantage. I emphasize
action and self-assurance, and call dances that are different, inclusive, participatory, developmental, and fun. Early on,
I discovered that people who are jumping around and touching others are likely to enjoy the activity. We can work on
styling after they realize how much fun they're having. "One big basket, and tum it!"

Glen Morningstar Jr.
I grew up as a "Grange Kid" in Thomas Township, Saginaw County, Michigan
where I went to Grange dances from 1947 to 1957 with my parents Glen and Ruth
Morningstar. They first met at a Locust Grange Dance in 1943 and were members at
Forest Grange for many years. Dancing was mostly squares and couple dances with
live music and local callers. The first calling I did was through St. Peter Lutheran
School in Hemlock where Lorenz Loesel taught square dancing. He gathered us 4th8th graders to develop four squares that performed in Hemlock, Saginaw and Buena
Vista. I got elected to do my first calling in my square when I was 12 years old in
1959. During those same years, I also enjoyed dancing at week-long 4-H camps
where Jim Halm from Freeland called the old visiting squares to records.
When my wife Judi and I moved from Hemlock to Rochester, Michigan in 1975,
our music and dance interests were rekindled when we joined the Paint Creek
Folklore Society. We began playing the banjo, mandolin, guitar, bass, fiddle,
accordion, dulcimers and piano and joined up with Tom Radcliffe and Rosemary
Kornacki to play as a group called Simple Gifts. The first Contra dancing we did
was at a party at Joe Vermilion's home where Burt Schwartz called with live music
provided by musicians including John Carter and Bob Hubbach from the Paint
Creek Folklore Society. Burt was a valuable resource and mentor for me in the late 1970's as I started my formal
dance calling. My other mentors included Don Armstrong, Gib Gilbert, and Tony Parkes, who were on staff at the
many Berea Christmas Country Dance Schools that Judi and I have attended as students and staff.
The first whole dance that I called was a public dance in 1980 in Rochester with the Olde Michigan Ruffwater
Stlingband (RWSB). It included squares, contra and mixers. In 1980, Judi and I played dulcimer and fiddle with other
members of the Original Dulcimer Players Club at Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village in Dearborn and were
introduced to dance enthusiasts there. RWSB was soon engaged in music and dance events throughout the Village. I
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was regularly calling dances in front of the Town Hall and Clinton Inn (Eagle Tavern). The Village approached me in
1981 to launch a traditional dance series pilot for the Special Programs Group. A succussful contradance had been
conducted by Debbie Low and Vinnie Tufo in Lovett Hall in 1980, led by Curt and Donna Braden from the Village.
RWSB and I began the monthly "Lovett Hall American Contradancing" series there in October, 1981 that continues
today. From 1990 to 1997 I also enjoyed calling "second Sunday" dances for the Oakland County Traditional Dance
Society with music by Aunt Lu and the Oakland County All-Stars.
I've authored 61 dances including "Lighted Sconce", constructed to fit a tune called "March of St. Timothy" that
Judi wrote in 1984. Judi and I have enjoyed being a part of Paint Creek Folklore Society... the Danish-American Folk
Music, Song and Dance exchanges sponsored by Paint Creek Folklore Society, Kentucky River Folk Dancers and the
Danish DGU ... Berea Christmas Country Dance School...Michigan Dance Heritage ... dance camps in the USA, Denmark and Belgium... CDSS ... the Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband... the Detroit Country Dance Society... the
Oakland County Traditional Dance Society and the Original Dulcimer Players Club. I play the fiddle and 5-string
banjo and sing with the Ruffwater family, and am in there dancing whenever I can.
Judi and I had our "Morningstar Farmhouse" built for us in White Lake in 1992 where we enjoy hosting house
party dances, concerts and musical jams. We're thankful for the many friends who have supported us and we have
enjoyed supporting in these old traditions. Special thanks to Don Theyken and Tom Radcliffe for all that they have
done and continue to do.
Judi Morningstar
I have been playing the hammered dulcimer and dance piano since 1979 and
teaching privately, classes and at music festivals since 1981 and composing music
for almost as long. "The Waltzing Gypsy" is the only serious dance that I have ever
composed. I perform with the groups; The Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband
(with my husband Glen and eight to fifteen of our closest friends); Just Friends
(four of the most talented and modest women in Southeast Michigan); Aunt Lu &
the Oakland County All Stars (everybody knows ole Auntie Lu). I also enjoy
getting together with the Ladies Dulcimer & Auntie-Terrorist Society. My dance
leader husband Glen and I have staffed many a dance camp including Berea Christmas Country Dance School; Michigan Dance Heritage Fall & Spring Camps;
Kentucky Summer Dance School; Ralph Page Memorial Weekend; Lloyd Shaw
Rocky Mountain Roundup in addition to many, many festivals including the Philadelphia Folk Festival; Old Songs
Festival; Southern Michigan Dulcimer Festival; Great Black Swamp Dulcimer Festival to name a few.
My dulcimer playing mentors who played for dances were Bill Spence of New York (Fennig's All-Stars), the late
Bob Spinner from Manton (in my opinion, the world's greatest dulcimer player) who played dulcimer & banjo for
dances, & Bob Hubbach of The Olde Michigan Ruffwater Stringband (current world's greatest dulcimer player).
We learned contra dancing from Burt Schwartz at the Detroit Historic Museum to the recordings of Bill Spence &
Fennig's All-Stars, Canterbury Country Dance Orchestra, New England Chestnuts and more obscure recordings from
England. Burt was an excellent teacher who always told you a little about each dance, its composer and the reasons
one styling would be preferred to another. This set a tone for each dance and you could imagine yourself dancing the
dance as it was intended.
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Joseph Pimentel
As I reflect on my traditional dance experience, I note happily that community has
consistently played a significant role.
When I began square dancing in my hometown, Chelmsford, Massachusetts, in
high school in the late 70's, it was at the urging of my friend, Kim Forsythe, who
needed a dance partner. Together we joined "Alpine Squares" and "Teen Travelers,"
and were dancing three or four nights every week. My parents didn't quite understand the appeal, but were glad we weren't getting into trouble. Later, in 1986, as an
undergrad at the University of New Hampshire, another friend, Susanna Hapgood,
introduced me to contra dancing. I remember not liking it so much then: the repetition in each dance and the live music didn't compare to the complexity of "hot hash"
squares and the records I was used to. Amazing. I later came around, and even if I
wasn't much aware of specific callers and musicians, I still recall the names Swallowtail, Moosetones, and Lamprey River Band. And I remember realizing that many
of the people I met dancing were great people.
Graduate work in Arabic brought me to the University of Michigan in 1991,
where the New Englander in me was pleasantly surprised to find a thriving dance
community. Ann Arbor may have been the perfect place to discover English country dancing: lots of people dancing,
playing, and leading, and everyone so genuinely friendly and welcoming- perhaps the Midwest's best contribution
to traditional dance.
In Boston during the summer of 1995, I found the Lavendar Country and Folk Dancers and "gender-free" dancing:
Gay and Gay-friendly folks dancing without gender-roles to determine which part they danced or who their partners
might be. For years I'd enjoyed contras, but only at that dance did I realize the significance of partner and neighbor
interaction. I immediately determined to organize a similar dance in Ann Arbor and founded the Ann Arbor Rainbow
Contra (AARC) Dancers as a U-M student group and a "little sibling" of AACTMAD. Erna-Lynne Bogue called the
first dance on Sunday afternoon, October 15, with the Contrapreneurs at the Michigan Union Ballroom, announced
with distinctive white flyers with hand-colored rainbows across the front. It was a great success, with 99 dancers, and
two dances followed that season. Regular monthly dances began the next year with Cleveland's Becky Hill as the
regular caller, and the series continues today.
Thinking of the future of the gender-free dance, Erna-Lynne Bogue suggested that I learn to call and offered to
mentor me. I had enjoyed teaching squares as an exchange student in Jordan and later as an undergrad in Egypt, and
was committed to the success of AARC Dancers, so I decided to give it a try. I began with single dances at ErnaLynne's Tuesday night dance at Chapel Hill, with great support from the local dance community. On November 5,
1996, I called my ftrst whole evening, and the following fall began calling regularly for AARC Dancers.
Currently living in Columbus, Ohio, I call for regular dances and special events throughout the state. Happily, I
continue to be invited back to Michigan to call there as well. The dances I have written honor dance friends, and
several have been enjoyed around the country, led by popular callers Kathy Anderson, George Marshall, and Carol
Ormand. "Ramsay Chase" is dedicated to my partner, Fred Ramsay Todt, and "A2 Corners" celebrates the special
dance community in Ann Arbor, while "Dervish Girl" and "A Contra Carol" honor great Cleveland callers Becky Hill
and Carol Kopp.
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Burt Schwartz
I grew up in New York City and was very fortunate to attend a rather unique public
elementary school. Within the boundaries of that school was a housing development that
had been built by the United Nations to house the many embassy employees of various
nations. The school had an active international folk dance club that included, as part of
its repertoire, dances from the many nations represented in the school population as well
as various traditional American dances. It was here, in the spring of 1957, that I called
my first dance, Little 01' Log Cabin in the Lane.
I remained interested in dance through school and danced for awhile with a ritual
Delaware Nation Native American performing group. I also danced with a number of
recreational international folk and square dance groups. As a college student, though, I
shifted my attention to folk music and gradually left the dance scene.
I left the New York area in 1966 and eventually ended up at Ball State University in
Muncie, Indiana. Ball State, at the time, had an extremely comprehensive recreational
dance program and I returned to the world of dance. After completing my undergraduate
work I was offered a fellowship at Wayne State University and so in 1970 I moved to the Detroit area. While there
was folk dance and square dance (I got involved with both) in the Detroit area, there was no country dance of any
kind going on. I tried to interest people in country dance by offering classes through community education programs
and guest teaching at folk and square dance groups, but it was not until about 1974 that I began to have some success.
Initially it was with various military re-enactment groups who were interested in colonial dance for the bi-centennial
in 1976. Then, I began teaching for the Detroit Historical Museum and out of these classes, a core group of country
dancers developed. In the fall of 1977, this core group met in my living room and it was here that the Detroit Country
Dance Society was formed.
Meanwhile, I had not stopped folk dancing and it was at a folk dance in Wayne State University's Old Main, in the
spring of 1975, that I met Ann Marie Curley. We were married in August of 1978, danced as part of our wedding
ceremony, and had country dancing at the reception. In 1982, my book of country dances, Fantasies of a Michigan
Caller, was published. I continued calling until 1993, at which time I entered semi-retirement and have limited my
calling, since then, to historical dance with school children.

Don Theyken
I started my 9th grade autobiography "I was born at a very young age," and after
all these years it is still true. My first exposure to square dancing was in the 6th grade.
My next exposure was the summer after I graduated from high school, I was a counselor in a summer camp. One of the activities at this summer camp was square dancing.
Time passes.
I started dancing again in Ann Arbor in 1980 and within a few years I was
dancing Scottish country dance, Morris dance, contra dance and English country
dance. At the time when I started dancing there were four dances a month, Burt
Schwartz's dance in Detroit, Bob Stein - Jan Fowler dance in East Lansing, Debbie
Lowe and Vinny Tufo dance, and the Cobblestone Farm dance in Ann Arbor.
Dancing in the southern Michigan area has grown a great deal since then. There
are multiple dances every weekend, English dancing, an advanced dance series, and
dancing during the week. There is a Dance Calendar I started and compiled for five
years. I started an English Country Dance workshop about the same time ErnaLynne Bogue moved to Ann Arbor; we both ran this workshop and an English
Country Dance. Now Eric Arnold runs the English Country Dance Workshop, and I participate when I am not out of
town on business. Eric and I run the English Country Dance. I also call a contra dance with The Sharon Hollow
Stringband, a great high energy band. Along the way I wrote a few dances that the dancers and some callers liked. The
best known dance is "The Dawn Dance" (aka "Don'sDawn Dance") which was published in Ted Sannella's book
Swing the Next.
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I was involved with two dance exchange programs in Denmark. On the second exchange trip I was the program
director. This was an exhausting but very rewarding endeavor. Dance for demonstration is totally different from dance
as a social experience. I feel this was a great learning experience for me, plus I had a great time on these trips.

John Vakarietis
How long ago, how long ago? My work took me to Midland, Michigan
around 1984. One of those first summers in Michigan, my wife Ingrid and I went
to the festival in Dow Gardens and I heard Judi Morningstar play the hammer
dulcimer. Immediately, I was enchanted. Truthfully I didn't know the person
playing, but the lilt and bounce of the music captivated me. I bought a tape and
joined the Folk Music Society of Midland just to be near this wonderful sound.
From that point my old life was over with. It was music and dance from then on.
I started composing dances while a member of the Midland Country Dance
Society. There is a well known but unexplained phenomenon within some
dances called "Contra Creep." I was curious from the beginning. Callers are
cautioned and I personally warned many a group of dancers about it, yet still the
lines faded further and further back from the caller and the band. I determined to
explore this phenomenon and "Out the Door" was the result. Choose it for the
last dance of the evening and the caller will save the band the time and effort of the last waltz because everyone will
already be "Out the Door." Or call it in a room with the doors at the stage and you'll end up with a massive pileup at
the far end of the dance floor to match anything on a foggy night on the Autobahn.
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Allemande Left
Two dancers, facing, join left hands about shoulder height with elbows bent down (as if arm wrestling), and walk a
circular path.

Allemande, Mirror
Two couples, facing, start moving forward with one couple going between the other couple. Give the person you are
starting to pass your most convenient hand, right for two dancers and left for the other two, and tum as described in the
allemande right and allemande left.

Allemande Right
Two dancers, facing, join right hands about shoulder height with elbows bent down (as if arm wrestling), and walk a
circular path.

Balance
The simplest balance is a step forward and back. Another type of balance is a step on your right foot and swing your left
foot over your right foot, and then step on your left foot and swing your right foot over your left foot.

Balance and Swing
Face other dancer, take both hands, balance (as above), and swing the other dancer.

Basket
More than two dancers, step in and gather so all the dancers are in a very tight circle. Place your hands behind the backs
of the dancers next to you and join hands. Put your right foot forward towards the center of the circle. Tum the basket to the
left by pushing with your left foot (as in a buzz step swing).

Box the Gnat
Partners (usually) face and join 1ight hands. Raise joined hands above the woman's head, and she walks under the joined
hands as the man walks around behind her. The dancers not only change positions, but they end facing the opposite direction.

California Twirl
Two dancers, usually a couple, facing the same direction, join hands. If the woman is on the man's right, then the man
joins his right hand with the woman's left hand. They raise their joined hands and the woman walks forward and under their
joined hands as the man walks around the woman. The two people not only end in each others place but end facing in the
opposite direction from which they started.

Cast Down
The dancer faces up towards the top of the set, turns away from the center, and walks down the outside of the set.

Cast Off, Assisted
Two dancers, facing the same direction, put an arm around the other dancer's waist. One dancer moves forward while the
other dancer moves backwards.

Cast Off, Unassisted
One dancer, usually coming up the center or up the outside of the set, walks around another dancer and ends up standing
next to that dancer facing the same direction. The two will have traded places.

Cast Up
The dancer faces down towards the bottom of the set, turns away from the center, and walks up the outside of the set.
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Circle Left
More than two dancers join hands and form a circle. Hands are joined at a height somewhere between their waist and
shoulders. Dancers walk around in a circle to the left or clockwise.

Circle Right
More than two dancers join hands and form a circle. Hands are joined at a height somewhere between their waist and
shoulders. Dancers walk around in a circle to the right or counterclockwise.

Contra Corners
This figure is done in proper sets. The first or center couple turns each other with an allemande right until they can turn
their first corner, the person who was standing on the left side of their partner. The first couple then turns their first corners
with an allemande left, until they see their partners. The first couple again turn each other with an allemande right and then
tum their second comers, the person who was standing on the right side of their partner, with an allemande left.

Corners
Comers are the people on your diagonal. In a proper dance, the first corners are the first man and the second woman, the
second comers are the first woman and the second man. Comers for contra corners is described above. Corners in a square is
the person next to you who is not your partner.

Courtesy Thrn
Two dancers stand next to each other with right hands joined behind the woman and left hands joined in front, about
waist height, facing the same direction, woman on the man's right. The woman walks forward while the man backs lip until
they are facing the opposite direction.

Cpl.
An abbreviation for the word couple. Cpls. is the abbreviation for the word couples.

Cross Over or Pass Through
Two dancers, facing, walk forward and by each other passing right shoulders. Cross over is usually across the set, while
pass through is usually up and down the set.

Do-Si-Do
Two dancers, facing, walk forward and by each other passing 1ight shoulders, pass behind the other dancer, and back up,
passing left shoulders into the place where they started.

Do-Si-Do, Left Shoulder (also known as a See Saw)
Two dancers, facing, walk forward and past each other. They pass left shoulders, pass behind the other dancer, and back
up passing right shoulders into the place where they started.

Do-Si-Do, Mirror
Two couples, facing, starting with one couple splitting the other couple. All dance a do-si-do, with the two dancers who
pass right shoulders dancing a right shoulder do-si-do while the other two dancers, who pass left shoulders dance a left
shoulder do-si-do (or see-saw).

Down the Center, Thrn Alone
Two dancers, usually a couple, walk down the center of the set, tum toward each other, face up the center of the set, and
return to the place where they started.
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Down the Center, Thrn As a Couple
Two dancers, usually a couple, walk down the center of the set, join inside hands and wheel around as a couple. The
woman walks forward as the man backs up, until the couple is facing back in the direction they came from. They return to a
place across the set from where they started.

Figure of Eight
Two consecutive Half Figures of Eight (see below)

Forward and Back
Dancers join hands with the dancers next to them and move forward four steps and back four steps.

Gate and Post
Two dancers facing in the same direction, join most convenient hands, right with left, keep hands about shoulder height,
one dancer will walk forward in a circular path as the other dancer walks backward in a circular path.

Georgia Rangtang
Two couples facing, join right forearms with the person in front of you, your opposite , tum almost once around until you
see your partner, join left foremms with pmtner, tum until you are facing your opposite and repeat once more.

Grand Chain
Three or more women, make a right hand star, and turn the star until you meet the third (or designated) man, join left
hands with the man and courtesy tum.

Grand Right and Left
Two dancers, facing, join right hands, pull by and let go, and give left hands to the next dancer, pull by. Continue this
until you meet the person you are instructed to meet or until the caller tells you to stop. Can be used in squares, contras, and
circles.

Gypsy
A couple, nearly facing, walk once around each other, clockwise, and end where they started while looking into each
other's eyes.

Half Figure of Eight
Two dancers across from each other in a contra, face mostly down (or mostly up) and cross over while moving through the
couple below (or above), the woman in the lead, they then cast up (down) to end in their partner's original place.

Hey for Four
Two couples, facing, usually starting with the women moving to the center and passing right, then pass the opposite man
who is moving forward by the left, the two men pass right in the center while the two women do a small loop to the left to
face in. Again the women pass right in the center as men do a small loop to the left to face in, women pass the men by the
left, men pass right in the center, and all return to original place.

Hey for Three
With three dancers in a line, one dancer facing the other two dancers. The dancer who is facing the other two is #1, the
dancer in the center of the line is #2, and the dancer on the other end of the line is #3. Dancers # 1 and #2 start by passing right
shoulder, dancers # 1 and #3 pass left shoulder while #2 does a small loop to the right to face back into the line. Dancers #2
and #3 pass right shoulder while dancer #1 does a small loop to the left to face the line. Dancers #1 and #2 pass left shoulder
while dancer #3 does a small loop to the right to face the line. Dancers # 1 and #3 pass tight shoulders while dancer #2 does a
small loop to the left. Dancers #2 and #3 pass left shoulders. Dancer #1loops right, #3 loops left, and everyone ends where
they started.
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(jfossary (continued)
Honor
Men, bow to your partner. Women, curtsey to your partner.

Improper
In a contra, when a man is in the women's line and/or a woman is in the men's line. The women's line is the line on the
left when viewed from the caller's position.

Ladies Chain
Two couples facing, the women join right hands and pull by each other and let go, then give their left hands to the
opposite man, finishing with a courtesy turn to face the other couple.

Lead Through
Two dancers facing in the same direction join most convenient hands, right with left, and walk between the two dancers
they are facing. Often followed by a cast to original place.

Neighbor
In most dances, you dance in groups of two couples. Your neighbor is the person who is the same gender as your partner,
but not your partner.

Opposite
The person in front of you, across the set or square.

Pass Through
Two couples facing, both couples walk forward, passing the person you are facing by the right shoulder and ending in
their place (do not turn around).

Promenade
A couple, with the man's right arm around the woman's waist and her right hand in his right hand, and left hands joined
in front of them, move in a forward direction, sometimes ending with a courtesy turn.

Promenade, Single File
All of the dancers are in a single file or circle, facing the same direction. Follow the dancer in front of you.

Proper
In a contra, the men are in the men's line and the women are in the women's line. The men's line is the line on the right
when viewed from the caller's position

Right and Left
Two couples, facing, take right hands with the person across from you and pull by, let go, and courtesy turn the person
traveling with you.

Roll Away
A couple, both facing in the same direction, woman's left hand in the man's right hand, the man assists the woman, who
turns counterclockwise while passing in front of the man, as he moves to his right The woman will place her right hand in the
man's left hand and drop the man's right hand as she moves in front of the man. They both end facing the same direction as
they started but they are in each others place

Sashay
A couple, facing each other, join hands, man's right with the woman's left, man's left with the woman's right, then gallop
to the instmcted place in step-close side steps.
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Slip Left
Two couples facing, take hands in a ring. Bend your arms in slightly to make a small circle. Circle left using a gallop or
sashay step.

Square Through
Two couples facing, give a 1ight hand to your neighbor, pull by, tum to face your partner, left hand to partner, pull by,
tum to face your neighbor, right hand to your neighbor, pull by, tum to face your partner, left hand to partner, pull by, and end
where you started.

Star Cast Off
Two couples, make a right hand star, tum the star once around. Women cross over to each others place, make a left hand
star and tum that star 3/4 around.

Star, Left Hand
Two couples, take left hands with the person diagonally across, with their hands forming an X. All walk forward in a
circular path (counter-clockwise) to rotate the pinwheel.

Star, Right Hand
Two couples take 1ight hands with the person diagonally across, with their hands forming an X. All walk forward in a
circular path (clockwise) to rotate the pinwheel.

Star Through
Two couples facing their neighbors: the man takes the woman's left hand in his light hand and turns her quarter-tum
counterclockwise, while he walks around her one-quarter of the way clockwise. They end up side by side and facing 90° from
the original direction. This is something like a California twirl, only you rotate 90° instead 180°.

Swing
A couple assumes a position similar to ballroom position, with their light hip to right hip. The simplest description I have
heard is assume the above position and then try to walk behind the person you're swinging. The dancers can use a simple
walking step, or a buzz step, while looking into each other's eyes.

Turn
See Allemande for right and left hand tum. For a two hand tum- two dancers, facing, take the other dancer's light hand
in your left, and their left hand in your right. Pull back slightly and both dancers walk clockwise until you get back to where
you started.
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flJances in Jtfp_habetica[ Order
39 Again ..................................................... 28

Kinder Two Ya ........................................... 18

A2 Comers ................................................. 21

Lighted Sconce ........................................... 19

Any Old Tyme ............................................ 17

Manchester Slide ........................................ 10

Beginner's Dream ....................................... 29

Mariposa Rose ............................................ 27

Best Kind .................................................... 18
Bill and Jane .............................................. 23

Mechanic's Nightmare ................................. 6

CK Circle Dance ........................................ 28

Miriam's Quadrille ..................................... 27

A Contra Carol ........................................... 21

Miss Gordon of Gight (tune) ....................... .4

Contra Connection ........................................ 2
Corned Beef Quadrille ............................... 24

Mostly Hey ................................................. 19
Mr. Heimlich's Maneuver ............................ 7

Dervish Girl ................................................ 22

My Lady's Pleasure .................................... 29

Double Hey .................................................. 9

The Next Step ............................................. 10

Drew's De lite or 30 and Out ...................... 25

Overbalanced ................................................ 8

Easter Mom .................................................. 4

Too Much of a Good Thing .......................... 8

Essex Quadrille .......................................... 25

Step Again .................................................. 11

Fever Weaver ................................................ 5

The Other Side ........................................... 11

Find Your Man ............................................. 7

Ramsay Chase ............................................ 22

Fix It ............................................................. 9

Rights and Lefts ......................................... 12

Friendship Basket ....................................... 16

Sierra Circle ............................................... 14

G and A ...................................................... 26

Summer Fever ............................................ 15

The Godmother (tune) ................................ 20

Summers in Maine ..................................... 15

Good Man's Journey .................................... 5

Teachable Moments # 1 ............................... 30

Guinea Pig Contra ...................................... 26

Tom's Reel .................................................... 2

Hasta Livonia ............................................. 16

Vaguely Reminiscent .................................. 12

Hey Bob ........................................................ 6

The Waltzing Gypsy ................................... 20

Jackson Four ............................................... 17

Where Else but Ann Arbor ........................... 3

Miles from Niles ........................................ 13

John's Out the Door Contra ........................ 30
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